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Upper division race
postponed until fall

Serving California State University at San Jose Since 1 934

Election chaos widespread;
a recounting of last fiasco
It

By GEORGE BEDE
AND
JOANNE GRMBLE
Truth is stranger than fiction (or a
real-life A.S. election at San Jose State
University).
Student government at SJSU is in a
general state of chaos due to widespread bungling by well-intentioned but
inconsistent election officials.
This state of chaos was not easy to
achieve. To the casual observer, it
might seem to be general disorder, but
it is actually a result of a progressive
chain of "ins" and "outs.’
How three branches of government,
all working independently, could
ultimately cross paths in such a way as
to bring about a complete disarray of
conditions is almost inconceivable.
But not quite.
Here then, for the interested student
voter to view with either shock or
amusement, is a tale of how student
government can work on a typical state
college campus.
Scene 1: April 6, 1973. Deadline for
turning in applications for A.S. offices
is 4 p.m. From out of nowwhere, A.S.
councilman Larry Gonzales’ application for the previously-uncontested office of attorney general mysteriously
appears-20 minutes lateon the desk
of Election Board Chair Ms. Carole
latthews.
, What a pickle.
scene 2: Flashback! Outgoing attor-

ney general Diahnne LaMothe has already presented a constitutional
amendment proposing that the office
be abolished because of its uselessness.
Council, without hearing arguments
to the contrary, gives Diahnne the
"in." A.S. Pres. Dennis King, suspecting conflict of personalities, gives her
the "out" on a veto.
So, Fouad Alkisswani, the selfavowed Third World Coalition nemesis,
appears a shoo-in for the alleged,
powerless, pointless and useless office.
Alkisswani looks to be "in."
Scene 3: April 25, 1973. The campus
elections begin in a whirlwind of

the
estingly, Gonzales’ interest in
office has died a quiet death.
Council plans to give Alkisswani the
"out."
Scene 5: May 13, 1973. Council’s plan
for giving Alkisswani the "out" is foiled
by the judiciary, which rules that his
election suited them just fine, and that
no other election for the office was
necessary.
Alkisswanni is "in."
Scene 6: May 9, 1973, Meanwhile,
back at King’s office, the scheduled revote for the luckless 12 stimulates King
to devise a new A.S. Constitution,
which, with a smile and a pure heart,

Commentary
apathy. TWC wins 12 of 20 seats but
loses 8 when the judiciary decides that
12 luckless candidates on the ballot
back were probably unnoticed by the
votersall 2,518 of them.
The old "in-out" strikes again, this
time the TWC.
Scene 4: April 30, 1973. The council,
stymied earlier by King, sees the wisdom of his veto, but nevertheless seeks
other ways to eliminate Alkisswani.
They hit upon a scheme to have a new
election for the office, justifying it by
claiming other potential candidates
were discouraged by all the abolishment talk of the week before. Inter-

On the ballot, thanks to an irked
council, is a recall measure asking students to give Alkisswani the "out."
Scene 9: May 17, 1973. After a hard
shift at $2 an hour, poll official Wayne
Gribling, relaxing briefly, becomes the
victim of a heinous crime, a ballot box
rip-off. Four alleged thieves give the
entire election the "out."
Scene 10:
May 18, 1973. A
dishisheartened, dismayed, disenchanted, discouraged, weary, and neartearful Carole Matthews appears before the disgusted, disgruntled
judiciary to express her extreme
sorrow for, and bewilderment of, the
improbable situation.
The judiciary members, befuddled to
do anything else, grant chair Ms. Matthews a weekend in which she and her
outraged but doggedly persistent board
members endeavor to call each and
every one of the 297 voters whose ballot
was absconded.
Ms. Matthews had been given a provisional "in," pending her telephone
marathon. Even so, the judiciary can
give her and the whole election the
"out"and we begin again (See Scene
1).

he presents to the council and persuades them to put on the ballot.
Council gives King the "in."
Scene 7: May 14, 1973. Apparently
overcome by his conscience, the toophilosophical-for-his-own -good King,
vetoes his very own proposals on the
Who has been left holding the bag
premise that he didn’t want the students to approve something "just be- after this comedy of -errors? At this
point, it seems to be the student body
cause I asked them to."
King gives himself the "out."
bearing the brunt of the government’s
Scene 8: May 16,1973. The morning of mistakes. But it may evolve into the
the re-vote dawns warm and clear. reverse when the A.S., pleading for
Voter turnout is anticipated to be infan- increased student involvement, gets
tesirnal.
the unconditional "out" from the
students.
It is.

University budget much maligned,
but budgeting is complex process
/ITO
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By DEBBIE TERESI
The university budget is misunderstood by many on campus. Department
heads complain when funds are cut for
their departments. And students blame
university administrators for what
they term prejudiced misuse of budget
allocations.
Faculty and students might not be so
, critical if they understood the complicated birth of a new budget.
The first step in the two-year process
of making a new budget is the Baseline
Budget. It is printed by the Chancelhies office and it includes salary and
cost-of-living increases.
Then, in Program Maintenance Proposals, the Chancellor’s office includes
projected costs for the specified number of students enrolled at each school.
The office then finds out what the
universities intend to do that is different from the previous year’s budget.

Dean Ted Benedict

These "Program Change Proposals"
include new departmental projects,
such as Womens’ Studies.
When this third phase is approved by
the university dean of academic planning, the university director of business
affairs, and the Chancellor’s office, a
budget is then made in the Chancellor’s
office.
. At the end of one year, this threephase process culminates in a budget
for all colleges in the California system.
It then goes to the trustees, for approval, then on to Sacramento, where it
is included in the Governor’s Budget.
The State Department of Finance
helps the governor formulate his budget, which includes all state agencies
directing it to the legislative analyst for
analysis and comment.
( See back page)

Court system misunderstood
e.

This suggests that inalienable
ights may be given away by the people
of the United States by unconcern, and
apathy," he added.
He cited a fear often expressed by the
Chief Supreme Court Justice, Earl
Warren, that if the Bill of Rights was
voted on today it would not pass.
would not pass.
Mosk believes people’s willingness to
give up rights out of fear would not be
so apparent if they understood the
history of the judicial system.
And Mosk cited fears are responsible
for violence, which he contends is an
integral part of society.
"In the final decades of the 20th century it would seem civilization
progressed to a point where we would
regulate violence to a role of an isolated
exception," he said.
"We should be able to live unafraid,"
he said. "Unfortunately, we don’t have
that kind of confidence.
"Here we are, the most affluent nation in the world, yet we are unable to
extricate ourselves from the South
East Asian war, the cities are in
disarray, prisons have become jungles,
schools are political pawns," he added.
Mosk said there are two views of
what law and order means. On one
hand are those who are "making a subtle appeal for preservation of the status
quowhatever shortcomings it may
have." On the other hand are those
"who see law and order as repression
of minorities and dissident groups."

Mosk believes there is room for both
law and order. He cited former
Supreme Court Justice Arthur Goldberg’s comments, "Liberty can be
exercised in a system of law which
safeguards order."
Mosk further agreed with Goldberg
that there is no place for violence in a
democratic society "dedicated to liberty.
"I doubt if we can achieve societal
objectives of peace and security, individual dignity, or fullfillment by disorder or disarray or violence," Mosk
said.
"I don’t think anyone can point to a
single constructive society that has
been maintained by force," he added.
Mosk said people are often ignorant
of what purpose the courts serve.
"Legislators may select laws they
choose to enact, governors and mayors
espouse those in which they sympathize," he said.
"But judges, contrary to what others
think, do not initiate cases which reach
them for decision. They must accept
the facts others have created for
them."

SJSU faculty policy
under scrutiny
Nervous San Jose State University
faculty members may become more
noticeable to students next fall under a
possible policy change now awaiting
consideration by Pres. John H. Bunzel.
The change is one of many provisions
intorduced and passed by the Academic Council last week in an eight
page resolution dealing with academic
employee policies and procedures.
One provision would make class visitations mandatory for the purpose of
evaluating instructors who are being
considered for promotion.
Visitations by representatives of departmental reviewing committees and
administrative groups is presently optional.
Other provisions in the Academic
Council resolution, passed last week,
would make the qualifications for promotional consideration more specific.

This, under the label of "teacher
effectiveness," all the provisions of the
resolution such as classroom visitations and considerations for promotions
towards tenure would be determined
much less on the amount of time spent
teaching, and more on quality evaluation.
The one provision involving mandatory teacher visitations would be considered along with the other traditional
criteria: student evaluations, list of
courses taught, letters from present
and former students, reviews of public

He believes the judicial process is a
search for principles by ethics, reason,
and intellect.
He disputed the contention of some
that the State Supreme Court has become too active.
"The constitution is not a set of
neutral pronouncements. It is a
structure of law implicit with values,
moral, civic, and social."
He said the ,court, through the interpretation of the constitutni , takes
the side of the individual, guarding his
security, and dignity against the demands of the state.
"What we arrive at in the Supreme
Court is not neutrality, but principled
response to these values set forth in the
constitution," he said.
In a question and answer session
Mosk said that the Watergate affair has
not had any real affect on the judicial
system.
Mosk still opposes the death
penalty "as cruel and unusual punishment" even though California voters
recently reinstated six such statutes in
last November’s election.

Angela
speaks for
Magee fund
Angela Davis will speak Thursday
May 31, in Fiesta Latina Hall, Seventh
and Santa Clara streets.
The speech is sponsored by the Solidarity Center for Political Prisoners
formerly the Soledad Brothers and Angela Davis Defense Committees. The
proceeds will go for Ruchell Magee’s
legal defense.
Appearing with Ms. Davis will be
Bert Corona and Mary Timothy and
Bettina Aptheker.
Corona is a leading figure in the Chicano Liberation Movement and executive secretary of Casa Hermanidad in
Los Angeles.
Ms. Timothy was the foreman of the
Ms. Davis jury. Ms. Aptheker was on
the National Staff of the National United Committee to Free Angela Davis.
The program begins at 8 p.m. Admission is $2 for general ’ public and 75
cents for students and the unemployed.

Burglary proposed for spy info

Symington made the statement in regard to testimony by Tom Charles Huston, a former White House employee.
The senator added that the plans did
not specifically include political spying, and never were implemented.
Symington, acting chairman of the
Senate panel, said the apparent thrust
of the plan was to increase the espion-

By Bunzel

Dr. John Galm, chairman of the professional standard’s committee,
warned faculty members that the professorial promotion ladder is not an automatic process anymore.

Secret testimony reveals:

Compiled from The Associated Press
WASHINGTONSen. Symington, DMo., stated yesterday that secret
testimony before the Senate Armed
Services Committee has revealed
White House intelligence proposals that
involved the use of burglaries to gather
espionage information in the United
States.

Furthermore, 297 of the ballots were
stolen from that election, adding more
confusion to the race.
Originally, the April 25-26 election
was ruled invalid because 11 of the candidates names were on the back of the
ballot, also violating the election code.

The allegation Is that those names may
have been overlooked by voters.
At that time the election board was a
big factor in recommending that the
election be ruled invalid.
Now the election board says that they
have new evidence, they said. Only 180
of the 1,500 ballots were blank on the
back.
At the time of their recommendation
the board thought the number was
much greater.
Louie Barozzi, student government
advisor, said, "We don’t think those voters would have made that much difference."
Carole Matthews, election board
chairperson, added, "Many of those 180
could have left the ballot blank because
they didn’t want to vote for them, too."
Next fall, the judiciary will have to
decide if they want to have a new election or if they want to rule the first one
valid.
Either way there are going to be
some dissatisfied people.

talks, and analyses of other member
evaluations.
The other section of the resolution
stresses that faculty promotions should
no longer be considered automatic, Dr.
Galm said. Under the proposed resolution, criteria to be more closely considered would be outside publications,
involvement on academic deliberative
bodies, and general abilities which
show excellence in "teaching effectiveness."
The resolution, which entered Dr.
Bunzel’s office last Thursday, according to Lu Vattimo, Adademic Council secretary, ought to be answered
within the next couple of weeks by Dr.
Bunzel.

S.U. director
has new post
Ronald Barrett, director of San Jose
State University’s Student Union, has
been elected president of the Association of College Unions-International.
He became the organization’s 50th
president during its annual meeting recently in San Francisco.
Prior to joining the university staff in
1968, Barrett was union director at the
University of New Hampshire for seven
years and program director at the
University of Minnesota for five years.
The Association of College UnionsInternational was founded in 1914, and
provides an opportunity for personnel
from about 900 colleges and universities to study and improve their services.

Glen 6uttornisen

Mosk stresses education

By BILL PATERSON
Associate Supreme Court Justice
Stanley Mosk believes this country
should "dramatize our heritage and
liberty" to better inform its citizens of
the purposes of the courts in American
society.
The former California attorney general spoke to a group of 100 persons at a
Phi Sigma Alpha banqueta San Jose
State political science organizationon
the topic of "Law and Order and Social
Change," last night.
"People are quick to react against
some present, recognizable evil, for
example crime in the streets even
the price of sacrificing such abstractions as law and liberty," Mosk said.

By MIKE MARKWITH
The fate of the upper division A.S.
Council race will be decided next fall.
The A.S. Judiciary decided last night
to have a meeting the first Friday after
classes start next September to hear
considerations concerning the original
April 25-26 election.
"Hopefully there will be enough
people on both sides to make a fair and
impartial decision," Tim Robb, Chief
Justice, said.
The second election, held May 16, 17,
and 18, was ruled invalid yesterday by
the election board.
They found that at least one person,
and possibly more, voted more than
once, violating the election code.

age role of the Central Intelligence
Agency and the Department of Defense
within the U.S.
Some of the proposals disclosed yesterday had apparently been hidden until now by John W. Dean M, the White
House counsel fired by Pres. Nixon on
April 30.
Symington refused to release the
texts of two different sets of documents
the intelligence agencies could have
been involved in, but said they "set no
limit on the amount of possible burglaries."
He indicated, however, that burglaries of foreign enbassies were contemplated by the plan.
Huston was quoted as saying that
both sets of documents dealt with rec-

ommendations and decisions made inside the executive branch during the
fall and summer of 1970. Huston told
the Senate committee that copies of the
intelligence plans were to go to Pres.
Nixon and his chief of staff, H.R. Haldeman.
The Armed Services Committee was
provided with the first set of documents
last Wednesday and Thursday. They
were released by representatives of the
Dept. of Defense and other intelligence
officials including some members of
the FBI.
Symington stated that these agencies
asked the committee to advise them on
what portions of the documents should
not be released to the public because of
their adverse political impact.

Proposed plaza
short on housing
By GAIL WESSON
Special to the Daily
The proposed San Antonio Plaza Project will have too many retail stores
and not enough housing and office
space, according to the A.S. Planning
Agency’s (ASPA) Campus Community
Plan (CCP).
The plan states, "The university
market by itself will not support the
additional commercial floor space of
the San Antonio Project."
The plan, the result of a semester research project by a San Jose State
University graduate class in urban

Band funds
axed by A.S.
A.S. Council cut the Music
Department’s
funding
request by almost one-half in
yesterday’s Budget Committee meeting, eliminating
all A. S. funding of the San
Jose
State
University
Marching Band.
The department’s original
request asked for a total of
$32,539 from the Associated
Students. However, many
council members doubted
that the band made a contribution to the student body
important enough to rate
A.S. funding.
Council cut $13,879 ( the
projected budget for the
band) from the request
leaving a total of $18,660.
Council stipulated that the
marching band was to receive none of the money.
Council also approved a
$30,000 allotment to the Spartan Daily with the condition
that the Daily provide 60
inches of space for A.S. advertising and that space for a
"Community Page" be provided once a week.

planning in cooperation with ASPA,
also recommends the area around
SJSU be returned to a lower density
residential use.
ASPA will present the plan to the San
Jose Citizens’ Community Improvement Commission (CCIC), an advisory
group to the San Jose City Council,
today at 3 p.m., in the city council
chambers.
The CCP boundaries are Coyote
Creek, and First, Washington and
Martha streets.
Members of the class walked the
planning area to survey land use, condition of buildings, and amount of open
space, according to ASPA director
Mrs. Carol Sanford.
Two public meetings were held in
December and March to get community input.
Using the land use data, community
input, census tract data, assessor’s
maps, and previous planning studies,
members of the class drew up the plan.
Mrs. Sanford said.
The plan covers five areas: housing,
economic development, open space,
transportation, and community facilities.
CCP goals include:
Economic
DevelopmentRedesign and reevaluate the San Antonio
Project. Build campus-oriented shopping centers.
HousingStop apartment construction. Develop married student
housing. Promote better tenant-landlord relations.
Open SpaceImprove facility
maintenance, planting and lighting.
Open private facilities to the public
during certain hours.
Community
facilitiesIncrease
public awareness and accessibility.
Regulate location, licensing, and
funding of board and care homes.
TransportationReduce and slow
traffic flow. Eliminate one-way streets.
Close or eliminate parking on Ninth
Street. Establish more bike routes and
bike lots.
The CCIC will study the plan and may
forward it to city council for consideration.
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Editorial

Daily Forum

We the People
Power.
In a related matter, A.S.
In this nation, power must government, led by presidentbelong to the People. And the elect Rudi Leonardi, has
most foolproof protector of that proposed to buy 815,000 of
power has been a free press.
"guaranteed space" in next
Today’s Senate hearings on year’s Daily.
the startling revelations of the
Through a budget allocation,
Watergate scandal prove the SJSU students yearly conpress’s freedom and power. tribute $30,000 in subscriptions
other to the production of the Daily.
been
have
There
IA’atergates; surely there will A.S. government’s proposal
be more.
would cut subscriptions in half
San Jose State University is and force the Daily to devote 60
on the verge of entering a trap column inches per day to A.S.
that could restrict freedom of government news and adthe press on this campus and vertising.
undercut the rightful holders of
The Daily traditionally has
power on this campus
been one of the most respected
students.
and award-winning university
In the past few days, A. S. publications in the nation. We
government has taken a double- believe that says something for
edged attack aimed at San Jose this university and its students.
State University students.
The Daily has earned its
In a last-minute decision, reputation because it is a daily,
A.S. Council added to the ballot standard -size newspaper. It
of last week’ re-election for can only survive in its present
upper division representatives form if SJSU students again
a measure that would give give a full subscription to the
council the power to arbitrarily Daily
the
A.S.
through
cut funds for instructionally allocation.
related programs. This is in
But rather than be subopposition to a student vote last servient to any interest group
year to fund such programs at
especially student governtheir present level.
the students who
ment
The Spartan Daily does not produce the Daily ask the
with
council’s
disagree
Department of Journalism and
suggestion of cutting programs, Advertising to refuse A.S.
but it does oppose tacking on government’s offer.
the ballot such an important
The same offer was extended
item the day before the elec- to Sedition,
weekly
the
tion, preventing time for in- publication of the Graphic
formation, discussion and Offensive. Half of its allocation
debate of the issue.
would pay for A.S. publicity.
This again should be construed
Comment
as an attempt to tighten
government’s reign on press
freedom.
"A small concrete manhole
Semester after semester,
cover was thrown over the side A.S. Council has attempted to
of the wall, falling 30 feet, control the Daily in some
hitting the side of a police car. manner. Council’s justification
An officer remarked, ’We’ll get for control has been that it
the A.S. to pay for that alone speaks for the students of
damage.’
this campus because it alone
"Several policemen then handles their money.
grabbed
Darell
(Gino)
Any attempt to buy part of
Varadan."
any newspaper by any interest
The preceding was taken group will unplug a whirlpool of
from the Spartan Daily’s news problems that will suck under
account of a March 4, 1971 this newspaper and
the
demonstration at San Jose students it represents.
State University protesting the
We think it’s time to say
presence of Standard Oil "No" to A.S. government.
recruiters on campus.
A free press at this university
Varadan was one of 13 per- as well as in this nation is the
sons arrested during that best way to insure freedom for
demonstration. He was later all.
charged with assault with a
The Daily wants to keep it
deadly weapon and was given a that way.
six-months to life prison sentence.
What makes Varadan’s case
different from the other 12 is
that he is still serving his
sentence at a forestry camp
Data misused
near Susanville.
Editor:
Astonishing, isn’t it? In the
Those of us who work on
heat of a demonstration a
Sedition were surprised to
young man commits an act he
read in the Spartan Daily last
wouldn’t dream of committing
Thursday that students
under normal circumstances.
supposedly had a low opinion
For that he is forced to spend
of Sedition, according to a
now more than two years of his
survey taken by a member of
life wasting away in a forestry
the Daily staff.
camp.
Since this was opposite to
Two years would seem to be
the kind of response we had
more than sufficient time to
been getting for some time,
"rehabilitate" Varadan and
one of the Sedition staff
yet, he was denied parole in
members asked to see the
December.
data used in the writing of
Why?
the article.
No one seems to know why.
This member, having once
Not even the parole board
taught university -level
which made the decision that he
found
a
statistics,
was not "rehabilitated."
methodological error so
Well, I demand to know why
serious as to considerably
and hopefully, so do many other
change the results of the
students on this campus.
scale used to rate the two
Brad Bollinger
papers. Contrary to ordinary
practice, "no responses"
were treated as extremely
negative responses given a
Serving the San fowl $4tole On.
up Community
value of 1 instead of being
Since 1934
left out entirely or given a
Second class postage paid at San low. California
Member of California Newspaper Fublishers A.
neutral value of 5 on this
socot ion and the Associated Pre.. Published do il y
scale. Since only two people
by San lose Stale University. except Saturday and
Sunday during the college year The opinions
failed to rate the Daily, its
expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
rating when no responses are
Associated Students. Ihe College Administration,
or the Department of lournalism and Adve 00000 no
given a neutral value rises
Subecriploons accepted only on a rernainder.of
from 5.1 only to 5.18.
semester bows full academic year. It each
However, the 19 no responses
Som... 14 30 Off campus price per copy. 10
Holt Phone 277.3101 Advert tetng277,3175 Press
for Sedition raises its rating
of Foie., PublitationsAnc . Union City
from 3.17 to 3.95; also, there
Editor in r Mel
Mir A Malaspina
were 6 more people who
Adverlisins Manager
Aubrey I irm
rated Sedition who admitted
Managing Editor
George Nee.
City Editor
terry Dyer
they had never even read it.
Assl City Editor
Maureen McCarthy
Concerning the fact that
Layout Editor
Cory Hymen
Forum Pate Editor
Alen Nomnbere
the Daily has been read by
Copy Editor
Virsinia t.olden
more students than Sedition,
Asst Copy Editor
Site. Terre
Higly Cur.
it’s worth noting that while
Feature Editor
Stephanie lItirtis
Fine Art Editor
the
Daily
has
boxes
Morh Heilman
Entertainment Editor
distributed throughout the
Mom. A %mime
Community News Editor
lobo I Motthowo
Sport. Utter
campus, Pres. Bunzel and
Exchange Editor
Crop Wench
the school administration
inft 1.ualPorr
Wire Ed
Phil Cm.
Photo Editor
refuses to give us permission
Lin McKonoy
Publts Relations ihrecior
to put our boxes on state
:meld Newton
Gruel Photographer
Moody Popiwnhown
college property, and has
Notional Ad Monomer
Mork Solved
An throctur
ordered the maintenance
IMu. Nelwin
6111111.1111 Manage,
men to throw them out when
;Om. Lou/ Cootro.
Adrertieing Solomon. Th
they appear on campus.
Yloot Loot. ?ono Crump Steve Daemon. Robert
P.m. Melvin Gordon, Glean Harper. Brian Worn.
Our intention is not to get
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’Student government growing up’
oseSsOir

"The university is so many
things to different people that it
must, of necessity, be partially
at war with itself," Dr. Clark
Kerr, former head of the
University of California, explains in his book "The Uses of
the University."
Perhaps his analysis is unfortunately accurate. There are
many battles, many struggles
on a university campus.
This year, there are a
number of us who struggled to
do our best to see that student
government did not fail.
We considered such a
struggle worthwhile.
But the struggle took different fronts. First, there was
the usual effort that all
democratic governments must

make to serve and represent its
citizenry as promised.
Looking back over our
campaign promises, one can
say that all of them have either
been accomplished or, at least,
we made inroads to be realized
in the future.
Another front to the struggle
has been a historical period of
growth and development.
student
and
Students
publications openly questioned
the validity of student government in the 50s and 60s, asking:
Government
Student
"Is
Today,
Mouse?"
Mickey
students still question, still
challenge it.
This year, student government had to grow up; it had to
run its affairs like the $500,000

Letters to the Editor

Nobori Madrigal, Richard Mork low Marques.
Lorry Podorron. Mike Itobinson

:3

) 121

Way of the Square.

Rehabilitate?

Spartan Daily

Women lose

into a popularity contest with
the Daily but to assure our
readers and supporters that
they are far from a small
minority on campus or in the
community as a whole. We
welcome all comments,
suggestions and help in
improving Sedition, as we
would never contend that it
could not be a better
newspaper.
The Graphic Offensive,
staff of Sedition

Labels again
Editor:
This is a response to the
article "Labeling Styles"
that was written by Mr.
Giovannini.
Instead of thinking about
how much more care should
be used in bringing up
children,
you
( Mr.
Giovannini), should have put
more thought into your observation of that child
playing in the nude.
The young parents in this
generation are trying very
hard to teach their children
things that they did not learn
when they were young. One
of these things that they’re
trying to instill in the minds
of their children is appreciation of the body. Looking
in retrospect, we all know
that the approach relative to
educating children about
their bodies was "hush
hush." Today, it’s different.
As a matter of fact, the
at least by the
approach
younger generation is the
antithesis of the way it was
several generations ago.
You stated in your article
that consideration should be
used when the older generation dumps their own life
styles on their younger
generation. It appears and
seems like you have dumped
your own life style onto

someone else’s life style
without consideration.
Jess Camacho

Future shock
I have reflected for a
number of years on an article
writ, an back in 1973 by
Merritt Clifton entitled "Kill
the Mad Dog Killers." Mr.
Clifton’s innovative answers
to crime control were so
unique I wanted to follow up
his career as chief of police
for San Jose with an interview.
Q: Mr. Clifton, has your
method of castration proved
effective in deterring rape?
A: Oh yes, none of the
"Mad Dogs" will ever rape
again. I’ve had 423 rape
suspects taken care of. I’m
only sorry there aren’t more.
Q: Now really, Mr. Clifton,
don’t you think you’ve taken
the easy way out, I mean
fighting violence with violence, rather than a more
humane approach?
A: Humane, you speak to
me of humane treatment?
Where would America be if
we’d treated all those
savages humanely? I’ll tell
you, we’d still be moving
west! The common criminal
is no different, my methods
are respected by all lawabiding citizens. They’d
better be!
Q: Mr. Clifton, if the world
has
always
answered
violence with violence and
death with death, and we are
still living and dying wasted
lives, isn’t it time to begin the
search for new answers?
Answers that would end in
violence and blood? I don’t
have, as you do, the ultimate
solution to crime and illness.
However, if you kill a killer,
what is a killer?
A: Watch it, boy, I’ll have
your tongue.
David Hauser

---

Dennis King

business that it is.
This year, we entered into
fields never before handled by
students, the operation of a
Birth Control Center, a Child
Day Care Center, a Legal
Counsel Service free for all
students, a special Consumer
Affairs office designed to
protect students in what they
buy and how they live, a special
rebate system from Spartan
brought
that
Bookstore
students books at lower prices,
protection of bicycles.
We took a most active role in
the concerns of our surrounding
community through research
and advocacy into the Board
and Care homes in the areia, by
developing a campus plan that
coordinates university growth
with the city of San Jose,
through continuation and expansion of a housing office that
was a student voice in City
structure policy and a clearing
board for student -landlord
disputes, by seeking a union of
the campus through the closure
of Ninth and San Carlos streets,
as well as sponsoring a voter
education program of speakers
for the November election.
This year, we attempted to
turn away from the politics of
pettiness and personality to the
politics of priorities. We have
moved into a new era, the
serious Seventies in which
students must take a serious
role in their world, and begin
being taken seriously.
Off-campus there was a new
incommunity
level
of
volvement also. Our campaign
slogan, oft repeated, was to
move this university "Toward a
Sense of Community."
A sense of community means
that the students at large, the
this
inshares
citizen,
volvement, this concern as to
the program and outcome of
events affecting our lives.
It means a closeness, a
sharing of those factors which
we have in common: a desire
for a better world, a desire for
control of our own lives.
Our battle to avoid losing
these things by default is one of
importance to us. We think we
have done well in our efforts to
serve our public. We hope you
agree.

How many times have you
heard a classmate complain.
about an instructor or cours0
without mentioning the name of
a good instructor or class?
Unfortunately it seems that
students (and people in
general) tend to discuss the
issues that they dislike in life
rather than the ones that they
like.
Such is the case with the
students enrolled in Women’s
Studies at SJSU.
In the fall of 1973 Women’s
Studies will be staffed by three
instructors.
part-time
replacing the one full-time
instructor this semester.
Although one class will bi
added under their funding, th
university’s outlay of money, i
terms of commitment, will I),
the same.
According to Dr. Faune’l
Studie.
Women’s
Rinn,
chairone, the .three -semesteryear-old program has had mot.’
than 1,500 men and wome
enrolled in its classes and
approximately 60 faculty
members have aided in the
building of its foundation.
Women’s Studies sponsorea
the annual Women’s Week ,
activities and over MemoriP1
Day weekend 30 SJSU studenia
and faculty will travel to California State University at
e
Sacramento (CSUS) for
first Western Conference on
Women’s Studies.
Additionally there is a good
chance that a minor in
Women’s Studies will be offere
next semester.
It appears that the prograi
has been rapidly moving alo
and expanding but appare
no one has heard much aboi
even those who hand out
program’s funding.
St
Some Women’s
programs, such as the o
CSUS, have definitely
s e:bdaiae
lished a place for them elves
CSUS not only can aff rd ti
have Kate Millett (authoiress of
"Sexual Politics" and/ early
women’s rights advocate) as a
visiting professor, but it is also
hosting the entire Women’s
Studies weekend conference.
Having been the women’s
beat reporter for the Daily this
last semester I have had a
chance to find out what
Women’s Studies is doing at
SJSU. Unfortunately, man.
things are just as newsworthlso news space is limited.
There is a lot of potential and
spirit in the Women’s Studies
program. I’m afraid, though
that without the outward
display of student interest to
the university’s administration.
funding will not increase an.
the hopes of building on a’
already firm foundation wi.
never reach maturity.
Barbara French

Question Woman -

AMIN

Magee kidnapping case
Charlotte Bradford
Question. Do you think the Ruchell Magee
kidnaping case should have been transferred to
Santa Clara County for re-trial? Why?
1. Terry Barron, Social Science junior.
I’m not sure that a change of venue in a
notorious trial does much good in obtaining
fair trial. If they actually do find a location
with an unbiased populace. I agree that it is
good. But it seems that they never move
them far enough to really make a great
difference in the level negative popular
opinion I don’t think the people of Santa
Clara County were less biased than those in
Mann County; the distance isn’t that great.

2. Luim Montano, Electrical Engineering
freshman.
Yes, because I think he would have
better chance of having a fairer trial it
Santa Clara County.

3. Brent Colwell, ’Psychology senior.
The.judicial system of our country, by its
very makeup and prejudicial nature (to all
people) offers very few people a fair trial.
So, sure, if a re-trial is possible with innocence also possible, sure!

Photos by Mike Russell
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Student drug dealer
discusses profession

Repair mission N
set for Friday
By JAN GUSTINA
Compiled from The Associated Press

r
:11

CAPE KENNEDY
Astronauts Charles Conrad Jr.,
Joseph Kerwin and Paul Weitz worked in simulators at the
Johnson Space Center near Houston yesterday rehearsing
the techniques for fixing the broken solar panel on Skylab
space station.
Battling time, the astronauts must also practice installing
;in umbrella -like bonnet to cool off the space laboratory in
order to save the mission.
Later this week, the spacemen will fly to Marshall Space
Flight Center in Alabama to practice the repair job procedure in a water tank. By rehearsing underwater, the astronauts achieve sensations similar to weightlessness.
The tentative mission flight plan calls for Conrad, Kerwin
and Weitz to board an Apollo command ship to be launched at
9 a.m. EDT Friday.
They will rendezvous with the troubled Skylab at about 4:32
p.m. and perform a fly -around inspection which will be
televised to earth.
The astronaut’s first job will be to undock and fly the Apollo
craft in close formation with Skylab. This will enable Weitz to
lean out of a hatch and try to free the jammed solar panel
with a specially -made tool.
By Saturday afternoon, officials hope the spacemen will be
in the large orbital workshop area which contains the crew
quarters and experiment stations. They will then attempt to
place a solar heat shield on the outside hull of the spaceship.
The astronauts will move into the space station on Sunday
if the repair mission is successful. They will then live there
for the balance of their 28-day mission.
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WASHINGTON The link between cancer and saccharin
was strengthened in a federal report published yesterday.
Saccharin is the only artificial sweetener remaining on the
market since cyclamate was banned.
The Food and Drug Administration said it will not move
3gainst the sugar substitute until it receives a recommendation from the National Academy of Science.
Virgil Wodicka, director of FDA’s Bureau of Foods, said
the results announced were obtained from the agency’s twoyear rat -feeding study. The study showed "presumptive
evidence" that saccharin caused cancerous bladder tumors
in three of 48 rats fed saccharin as 7.5 per cent of their total
diet.
The FDA must act by June 30 to extend or modify interim
saccharin regulations restricting use to 12 milligrams per
fluid ounce in beverages.
The use of saccharin in U.S. food skyrocketed from 21,000
sods in 1953 to an estimated 4.5 million pounds in 1970 after
lornate was banned as a suspected cancer-causing agent.
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Lois Cullison packs for VW(’.

Teaching candidates
seeking positions with the
Peace Corps or Volunteers
In Service To America
(VISTA) may register now
for interviews in San Jose
State University’s Career
Planning and Placement,
Building AA on Ninth Street.
Gladys Rohe of the
placement center said appointments will be held next
Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday.
Douglas B. Cameron,
international skills coordinator with the federal
program ACTION, said
between
them,
the

All veterans who are
running to the end of their GI
Bill educational benefits
should write to the nation’s
capital in support of a recent
on to supplement pay
wances, according to
udam Tafoya, San Jose
State University graduate in
administrative justice.
Tafoya says the aim of the
action taken has been to
"sponsor legislation to extend VA allowances for those
veterans who go on to
graduate school, based on
the fact that many vets
never use their educational
benefits."
For those veterans who
wish to further their education with assistance from the
VA write: Committee on
Veterans’
Affairs, 335
Cannon
House
Office
Building. Washington, D.C.
20515

organizations need more
than 1000 credentialed
teachers to start work this
fall.
The Peace Corps and
VISTA are agencies of
ACTION.
’Peace Corps teachers
will be teaching other
teachers,
teaching
in
colleges, secondary and
elementary school
classrooms, and developing
materials and curriculum in
44 nations.
"VISTA people will serve
in adult, probation department and pre-school eduand in ’street
cation,
universities’ and tutorial
activities. They will also be
teachers’ aides," Cameron
said.

move.

Old ’Y’ closed;
new too small
By CHARLOTTE
BRADFORD

San Jose from a bustling
urban center to a decentralized entity.
Miss Cullison said the new
building at 1066 W. Hedding
St. is only large enough for
office
facilities,
administrative staff and two
program directors.
She indicated the future
YWCA will not have a
residence for young women,
but will continue to offer
programs which will be held
in borrowed facilities.
The East Side recreation
rooms of three or four low
income housing projects and
some schools will be used
rent free for programs, she
said, but to use church
facilities the YWCA will
have to pay nominal rent.
Mrs. Cullison claimed a
lack of finances has forced
the elimination of the
residence service, but she
would not reveal the amount
paid by the San Jose Redevelopment Project for the

The final curtain has come
down on the YWCA building
at Second and East San
Antonio streets.
The old building reinforces
its emptiness when sounds
echo down the halls as Miss
Lois Cullison, director for
the past 14 years, states,
"today is moving day." This
was May 18.
The 58-year-old building
was purchased by the Redevelopment Project for the
proposed San Antonio Plaza,
she said.
A mall will be located on
this site, she added, after
they start demolishing the
building in August.
She reminisced that after
so many pleasant memories,
the most unpleasant feeling
has been to see the changes
that have changed downtown

eace Corps, Vista volunteers
may register this week

Extension
for GI bill
ich

By GEORGE SAMPSON
Special to the Daily

building.

However, she said, the
relocation cost is being
financed by the agency.
The Historical Museum
and other interested groups
have been around to ask for
doors, light fixtures and
hardware from the building,
she said.
Since the furniture was not
needed, it has already been
sold to the highest bidder.
"Anything that we don’t
move has to be disposed by
the end of May," she said.
Miss Cullison said that the
Redevelopment Agency will
decide on final disposition of
materials in the building.

children are preferred.
He described the Peace
Corps benefits as a subsistence allowance of $700 a
48 days paid
month;
vacation; savings of $75 per
month for single people, $150
for couples, $200 for families
( held in the United States
until termination); the
possibility of earning an
advanced degree and-or
teaching credential; and aid
in after-service placement.

"John
Smith"
(a
pseudonym) is a 24-year-old
student at San Jose State
University with an unusual
part-time job. He is a dope
peddler.
"I started dealing a couple
of years ago when I first got
to San Jose," said Smith. We
sat in the living room of his
apartment. On the coffee
table in front of us was an
assortment of drugs which
would have put him behind
bars for years if he were
caught with them.
"I’ve never been busted,
but I’ve come close a few
times." Smith took a long
draw from the water pipe in
front of him and related the
following tale:
One day two years ago
Smith and a roommate were
sitting in their living room.
"All of a sudden my roommate gets up and looks out
the window. ’Holy s . . .," he
yelled, ’there’s a bunch of
cops coming up the walk,’ "
he recalled.
"We didn’t waste no time.
My buddy put his shoulder to
the door in case they tried to
bust in. I went and flushed
the stash down the john. We
was lucky, we only were
holding a couple of bags and
some hash (ounces of marijuana and hashish).
"It was a bust all right.
They had a search warrant
and the whole trip. They tore
the place apart, but the
house was clean after we
flushed everything.
"I found out later that
some dude I’d sold some
hash to four months ago had
turned out to be a snitch."
Is there much profit in
selling drugs?
"It depends on a lot of
things," he said. "Like if

things are really dry, if you
got some really righteous
stuff, you can off it for as
much as you want. But
usually I’m lucky to make 20
bucks on a pound of week.
"A pound of weed goes for
anywhere from $120 to $250."
Smith motioned to a large
bag of marijuana on the
table. "I paid $150 for this
one. After I clean it I’ll
probably have 20 bags. I
usually ask 10 bucks for a
bag, so I’ll make about 50
bucks on this one.
"Business has been pretty
good lately," Smith said,
adding "it will probably take
me about a week, maybe five
days to sell a pound."
Is there much profit in
hashish?
"No one gets rich selling
hash, unless they deal in
large quantities. It’s too
small. I mean you pay 80 to
100 bucks for an ounce of the
stuff, and sell quarter ounces
for 25 to 30 bucks apiece. It’s
hardly worth the trouble. I
like to have it around for my
own personal stash though,"
he added.
He picked up a chunk of
hashish from the table. It
resembled a bar of chocolate.
"This stuff is from
Moracco. It’s really good. I
paid $90 for it. I love hash,"
he commented.
Do you sell pills?
"I used to deal beans
(benzedrine) but they are
getting harder and harder to
get. There’s not much profit
in them. I don’t deal reds
(Seconal); I don’t particularly like red-freaks.
Reds are big over on the
East Side, but I don’t know
too many college students
who take them.
"I mostly just sell grass
and a little hash. Sometimes
I deal psychedelics (L.S.D.

mescaline) but I mostly just
sell grass," Smith added.
Has Smith given much
thought to the immorality of
selling drugs?
"I never force my stuff on
anyone. When people come
to me, they’ve already made
up their own minds about
dope. It’s their decision, not
mine. Besides, I don’t think
there’s anything wrong,
morally or otherwise, with
smoking dope. Now if I was
dealing smack ( heroin) that
might be different, people
up from
realy get f
that stuff," he commented.
Does Smith think there
is much future in selling
drugs?
"I don’t like dealing; it
really gets me paranoid

"Those with bachelor
degrees will teach elementary and secondary
students, while teachers with
masters and Ph.D’s will
instruct in colleges, universities and possibly in
elementary and secondary
classrooms," he remarked.

GRADUATION
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Questionnaires are now
being mailed to San Jose
State University freshmen
and sophomores to determine student interest in
proposed experimental
work-study programs.
Kelly McGinnis of Career
Planning and Placement
"Under
these
said,
programs, students are
specific
employed
for
periods of off-campus work
as part of their academic
program.
"This employment is
related as closely as possible
to the student’s course of
study and interest."
She added students are
paid for their work "in most
programs."
Further information can
be obtained by contacting
Ms. McGinnis in Building Q3
on Ninth Street.
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(Minimum age 18)
(All positions have career
path advancement possibilities)
You must apply in personal
Harrah s Personnel Office
in Stateline. Nevada not
more than one week prior to
your availability.
Hours
Personnel
Office
8:30 AM-5PM EVERY DAY
through May. and Monday
through Saturday on a
regular basis
An equal CoppOrlunily mployer

Today
Spartan Spears will meet today
at 3:30 p.m in the Student Ac
tivilies Office. This is an impor
tant meeting.
TV Newscaster Sonny Buxton
will discuss employment oppor
!unities in the straight media in
Home Economics Room 5 at 9:30

Young Democrats will meet at 2
p.m in the S U Montalvo Room

OFFICE EQUIPMENT
Sky

Thursday
San Jose Symphony will perform
its final concert of the season at
Gavilan College In Gilroy and
May 25 at the San Jose Civic
Auditorium.

We specialize in used
typewriters $25 00-up

E. San Fernando One block from compus
8:30-5:30 M.F. 9-4 Sot Phone 294-2091
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Marital status makes no
difference, Cameron. said,
but volunteers without

Harrah sat Lake Tahoe has
immediate lob openings
because of a multi -million
dollar expansion program
We will consider summer Or
f. M pinyrnerit
permanent
for

100,
Street
E. Wiliam

THE DRY LOOK
Reg Si 98

Looking for a
summer job?
Or a permanent
career
opportunity?

ISou

cards & gifts

Peace Corps applicants
must be United States
citizens with at least a
bachelors degree (or will be
getting one in June) and
majors or minors in biology,
chemistry, physics, math,
education, industrial arts,
home economics, business
education, physical
education or language arts.

HARRAHS
TAHOE

Surveys
in mail

BILL’S
COLLEGE
HARMACY

He further outlined job
assignments for the Peace
Corps.

sometimes," he said. "As
soon as I get out of school or
find a good job I’m going to
quit. The bust is really a
heavy scene.
"But like it or not, drugs
are here to stay. And as long
as there are people who want
to score dope, there’ll be
people like tile who’ll sent "

to CSUSJ
and

students,

immediate

.

235 E. Santa Clara
San Jose, Co. suite ff7 10

217.8301

This is what vs. do: , Jet flights worldwide at student prices and youth fares 0 International Student Identity card issuance r] Lodging (International and California) L] European Rail Passes (Eurail, Student Rail
and Britrail) L] Complete Tour information El Overseas lob placement E Travel insurances r] Infra Overseas motorcycle
European flight bookings and tickets 0 Overseas car rent, lease and purchase
purchase E Complete travel information E] International and USA ski programs n Youth Hostel cards and
publications EI Student ships, trains and buses E] Student resorts and hotels n FACULTY travel programs
El USA and Mexico student travel Ej Travel publications and magazines
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Some books aren’t worth
a damn for resale
but we’ll buy the rest.

BOOK

cSTORE
On Tenth Street
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SJSU beautification plan
nears summer completion
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Club shows edible house
The student chapter of the Industrial Design Society of
America is sponsoring a general open house this Saturday
trim 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The open house will exhibit student works, such as the
edilile mushroom shelter pictured designed in the soph..-eire lass. le be onion on an alien planet.

Senior presentations will be given In room 326 of the Engineering Building. Junior and sophomore projects will be
shown in rooms 224, 226 and 228 of the Industrial Arts Building.
The purpose of tiw open house is to promote an interest in
design and to introduce people to the department.

President John H. Bunzel
has authorized a $15,000 university beautification plan to
be completed this summer.
It involves extending the
Speech and Drama Building
porch to meet the disabled
students ramp.
A lawn area with benches
situated around it is planned
for the building’s front entrance. Two trees will be
added.
The reason for these improvements, explained Dr.
Bunzel, is to give persons
pleasure when coming upon
this particular entrance to
the campus.
The plan is part of Dr.
Bunzel’s effort to make the
campus look and sound like a
university. He explained the
bells were added for this
purpose, and that the purchase of more bell music is
being considered.

I have always found the
campuses of this country to
be sonic of the most beautiful
places anywhere," said Dr.
Bunzel.
Describing parts of the
campus as "very attractive," he said other parts
really need some attention.
His beaJtifucation plan is not
new, however. In the past 18
months, the following has
been accomplished:
The
barracks housing
Asian Studies and Operation
Share have been painted for
a more lively appearance.
Entrances to intim
buildings, including Dudley
Moorhead Hall and the Art
Building, have been painted.
A sign, Dr. Bunzel termed "ugly," was removed
from Fourth and San Carlos
streets.
A flower bed and 102
trees have been planted.

The south side of the Student Union has been landscaped.
Tables and benches were
added outside the Business
Tower and Business Classroom Building.
Overhead telephone lines
were removed.
According to Dr. Bunzel,
the several thousand dollars
spent for these projects
came from the university’s

minor capital outlay budget.
-Given the very limited
budget we have, beautification will be in very gradual
steps over possibly 10 to 15
years," commented Dr
Bunzel.
Pic
explained
He
university does not have an
particular earmarked fur,..
for beautification, but th:c
monies are set aside wh
possible.
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spenders win
in recent elections

Big

. Bj BOB 1410111B0
Tile April 24-25 elections
for htudent officers seemed
to parallel national politics
in ql least one way: those
groqps which spent the most
mortey had more of their
inerpbers elected.
The Leonardi Ticket,
101’0 spent more money
thin( anyone else on their
canipaign. $247.27. gained

well over half the votes cast
for the A.S. executive.
Student Alliance, the second largest spender in the
campaign with $215.00, got
all three of its members
elected to the Academic
Council.
The Third World Coalition
placed third in spending with
$136.96. Seven of the 10 members running in the now

101 southbound
bypass opens
ti a velers o ill
be hhppy to learn that a 14mi leireeway bypass of Morgan Hill, San Martin and Gilroy pill be open today, according to a highway depa rtiinent spokesman.
Beginning approximately
25 miles south of San Jose,

Tuition

opposed
Members of the A.S.
Educational Task Force will
meet in Sacramento next
week with five local legislatorw. to discuss student opposttion to tuition, according
to Bob Myers, task force
member.
Daring the May 29 meetings they will present petitiori; opposing tuition to
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, D-24th District and
chairman of the Committee
on Education; Sen. Alfred
Alq0ist, D-13th District; Sen.
ClaCk Bradley, 11-14th District; Assemblyman Alister
Mc4lister, D-25th District.
and. Assemblyman Fiichard
tt t
I layden, 11 -22nd
111111V
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the bypass will eliminate 12
traffic signals: eight in Gilroy, one in San Martin and
three in Morgan Hill.
Dedication ceremonies
will be held at 11 a.m, at the
San Martin Avenue interchange in Morgan Hill.
Following the ceremonies,
the south-bound lanes of the
six -lane freeway will be
opened from Cochran Road
north of Morgan Hill to south
of Thomas Road in Gilroy.
The north bound lanes will
not be opened until tomorrow
morning.
The Gilroy-Morgan Hill
bypass has been under construction for two and onehalf years. Total cost will be
approximately $30 million.
The north end of the bypass begins one mile east of
the current route of U.S.
Highway 101 on Cochran
Road. This has required the
installation of a traffic signal
on 101 where it makes the
one-mile cut east to join the
new freeway.

invalid upper division A.S.
Council elections won seats,
all three of its members running for lower division seats
on the council won, and its
one graduate candidate won.
A rundown of the expenditures for each party or ticket
is as follows:
Leonard’ Ticket $247.27
$215
Student Alliance
CoaliThird World
$136.96
tion
USP
$89.64
Community Congress $50
Tim Fitzgerald
$41.25
$21.29
Independent
$12.13
Rainbow Party
Tom Mounts
$7.99
$20
Blueridge Rangers
$3
Shideler
Darrell
Fouad Alkisswani $1.50
McDonald,
Andy
Michelle Corins, Robert
Griffin, Jack Meiss, Frank
Oliver, and Mike Smiter
spent no money on their
campaign.
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Briairen

A Demonstration
of
Psychokinetic Abilities
By

14

URI GELLER

Sao

WHO HAS BEEN STUDIED BY
STANFORD RESEARCH

Memorial Auditorium
Stanford University

Bee

3TITUTE

May 28 & 29
8:00 p.m.

Tu.

Admission: $2.50 general.
Benefit for the Bridge, Stanford.
(Tickets at Tres:dder box off ice and IviacY’s,
San
ON.,

..........
:Dental Admission Test Review Course:

The DAT Review Course is a classroom review course designed to maximize the candi.dates performance on the DAT. Presented by experienced faculty and instructors, it encompasses more than 20 hours of review discussion and examination These areas are 40
.emphasized:
0
Familiarization with DAT content, through the use of test
situations which closely simulate the conditions of the
DAT both in timing and difficulty;
Techniques that can be used to answer various question types . such as Motor -Perceptual Ability questions;
Analysis of the individual candidates strengths and weakflosses on DAT, type questions.
A supplemental review section is offered also for the Performance Test required by
the University of California in San Francisco.
The DAT Review Course has been effective in helping many pro -dental students in
Northern California. It will be offered at Berkeley in September in preparation for the
For
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additional information, write or call:
DENTAL ADMISSION TEST REVIEW COURSE
(415) 841-8635
P0 Box 6076, San Rafael, Ca 94903
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The men of Spain sailed the seas in search of new worlds They carried the

marl.

taste of home in a wine that celebrated their glories and inspired Sp5nada
New Spanada, a wine worth discovering today A superb red wine lightly
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touched with citrus fruits It brings adventure to line wine drinking Serve
new Spanada a taste worth discovering today
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New program reflects
desires of community
ht MARTIN Vi EY BlIFT
A voucher system of
education is becoming a
reality for the first time in
the United States in a
number of East Side schools.
A voucher program attempts to have consumer
desires influence public
school curriculum.
Thus a program that
doesn’t meet the community
needs "will simply fade
out,"
Jesus
Sanchez,
coordinator of parent information for the voucher
program in the Alum Rock
School District, said.
Thirteen elementary
schools in the Alum Rock
district participate in the
program. Any child who
would normally attend one of
these schools is eligible to
take part in the voucher
program.

Information Sent
In Alum Rock parents
whose children attend
voucher schools are sent
information
concerning
possible programs and
courses their children may
enroll in.
An example of programs
include "Basic Skills," offered for children from
kindergarten through eighth
grade at Meyer School. In
Basic Skills children are
conventional
a
taught
reading, language arts,
mathematics curriculum
with individual attention
given to each child’s learning needs.
R. E. Coniff School offers
Spanis?1 English bi-cultural,
(i-lingual education. Class
..i, (:, a more conventional
311 to one hut each class has a
p, id bi-lingual aide who
h ps Spanish speaking

Graduate
handbook
gram.ates may pick
free copy of "The
,se,’ at the SJSU
ii ffice, compliments
Ai
of (li Alumni Association.
The magazine, published
by the National Alumni
Association, is a handbook
for leaving school.
The 100-page magazine
includes the topics "Grad
School: Do You Need It?,"
"Women and Careers," "Job
Careers
and
Forecast
Overseas" and "The Poor
Graduates Guide to Jobs and
Careers," among others.
Another section is "The
1973 Real World Catalog." It
includes practical tips on
travel, savings and investments, income tax, credit
cards and insurance.
i.

/GEORGE VVEIN presents...4\
2nd ANNUAL
BAY AREA
FESTIVAL

NOW
All schnuin Subject to change
ThO Bay Area Jan Festival tons
Oian rain or shine

OAKLAND COLISEUM
STADIUM
Friday, June 22, 8:00 p.m.
Smile Wonder
Staple Singers

students %ail their English
and
English
speaking
students with their Spanish.
But what is a voucher?
The program gets its name
from the fact that funds for
each program are alloted
according to the number of
students it attracts ( as if
each student held a voucher
for a year’s education.
Sanchez notes there is an
actual piece of paper called a
voucher which parents send
to the school they choose for
their children. But he said
this is a symbol, rather than
a check.
Besides being able to
choose any voucher school
for their children, parents
may choose the same school
and program that their
children formally had.
"Few parents chose a
building different from the
one their child would normally attend," Sanchez said.
0E0 Contributes
This part of the program,
then, is just concerned with
redistributing the school
district’s money. But the
Economic
Office
of
Opportunity (0E0), which
solicited the experiment, is
also contributing part of the
funds.
Fifty per cent of the
district’s children are
eligible for the federal
government’s free lunch
program, Sanchez said.
These same eligibility
criteria, based mainly on
income, are used also for
compensatory vouchers.
According to Sanchez, all
children receive a basic
voucher of $788 to $1,041,
depending on their grade. A
compensatory voucher adds
another $275. Thus programs
that attract low income
children are better financed.
An entirely different
system is being contemplated in the East Side
Union High School District.
Earlier this month the school
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terested residents. Last
summei the school offered 23
courses, all taught by volunteers.
Among the courses offered
last summer were sewing,
cultural and ethnic cooking.
English as a second
language, swimming and
camping.
A large number of youngsters. Canning said, have re-

Miss Santa Clara
applications open
Applications are now
available for the position of
Miss Santa Clara County
1973, according to William A.
Straub. secretary-manager
of the Santa Clara County
Fair Association.
Women between the ages
of 18 to 28 are eligible to
enter the contest.
The pageant will be held
July 20 and 21 in Fiesta Hall
at the Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds.

Entry blanks and information may be obtained at 344
Tully Rd. or by calling 2953050 or 923-6313. The deadline
for applying is June 10.

BONUS
COUPON
BOOKS

quested a course in selfdefense. Wrestling mats, a
large classroom and weightlifting equipment are available. he said.
Students enrolling in the
summer program will have
to pay a small fee, Canning
said. Teachers will be paid
and supplies bought with this
money.
"The program doesn’t
work on a budget." he said.
"It works on getting access
to the resources that are out
there I in the community)."
Anyone interested in
teaching a course at the Empire Gardens Community
School should contact the
school at 1060 E. Empire St.,
293-0340.

STUDENTS NEED YOUR CAR
SERVICED OR REPAIRED?
LEAVE IT AT SILVA TEXACO

Production
in Spanish

WHILE YOU ARE IN CLASS
TIRES
Si
A BATTERIES
TUNE-UP
PARKING

Spanish-speaking students
who wish to try out for parts
in a comedy by Alejandro
Casona may leave their
names at the Foreign
Language Department
before the end of the
semester.
From one to three units of
credit in Spanish 180 will be
given to the actors.
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"If this program absorbs
1,000 students all day, we can
admit 1,000 more to the high
school with no addition of
faculty or space," said
Baker.
Baker stressed, however,
that each experimental
program will have to be
thoroughly examined before
its companion course on
campus is phased out. When
this is done, Baker sees a
long-range
cutback
in
vocational training facilities.
These facilities, he said,
often become quickly obsolete while the machinery
at a thriving business would
keep pace with the latest
technology.
The planning money, if
granted, will run through
February, Baker said. He
expects to know if the
program will go ahead in
December.

Teachers are needed for a
free school -type summer
program in East San Jose.
"There’s a lot of students
with a lot of talent . . . and
we need a few to teach sixweek courses," said Empire
Gardens Community School
director Emile Canning.
Canning is now in the process of fitting likely teachers
to I ,iirses requested by in-

Armed with just a pack on your
back and a TWA Youth Pas.sport* in
your hand, you can see a lot more of
the U.S. for a lot less with TWA.
Here are some ways we help.

MORE FESTIVAL
ACTIVITIES

Thursday, June 21

Besides being paid for
performing a service, employers would get a firsthand look at potential employes and be able to assure
their proper training, Baker
said.
There are two immediate
benefits, he said. First
parents and students could
have more choice of subject
areas, and for each student
who is taught off-campus, a
seat is emptied for another
student on campus.

By JACKIE EASLEY
San Jose State University’s Birth Control Clinic, which became a reality last fall after years of financial and administrative hurdles, will close its doors next week on its first full
year of operation.
After eight months of clinic operation and nearly 2,000
SJSU contraceptive patients, Clinic Coordinator Carol Swanson and her staff of volunteers will stop to evaluate the
success of the program.
The Contraception Counseling, Education and Clinic Program, the center’s official title, was over three years in the
planning.
Initiated in 1969, the project plans did not get official approval until March of last year. At that time, changes in Title
5 of the state education code permitted the augmentation of
an on -campus birth control clinic which would operate
through the student health center.
A series of pilot clinics were conducted last May. On September 25 the center officially opened its doors to coeds who
desired examination and prescription of contraceptives.
Ms. Swanson, who has just prepared a summary report of
the clinic’s first year, feels that the major strength of the
center has been the staff. The cooperating physicians, nurses, and volunteer counselors, she believes, have "gotten
more out of the clinic than the patients."
Ms. Swanson explained that many of the initial volunteers
had little experience in communicating with people prior to
working with the clinic.
"Their experience with the clinic has helped them to
grow," she said. "They’re not saying that they ’know it all’
now, but they’re better able to communicate with others."
Ms. Swanson believes that the physicians working with the
clinic have gained from their experience too.
"We have a lot to contribute to the education of the doctors.
They are growing by working with us," she said. -We have
seen a big change in their attitudes towards unmarried students seeking birth control.
A change in the clinic’s patient profile during the course of
the semester is, Ms. Swanson feels, also an indication of a
change in attitudes.
’During the first six weeks of clinic operation, most of the
women who came to us were white, 21 years old, and had
been sexually active and on birth control pills for over a year.
We find now that we are reaching a younger, racially wider
clinic load. They know something about us now; and if
nothing else, we’re the ’least of the evil places’ that they can
go to get birth control."
According to Ms. Swanson, results of a clinic patient questionnaire are now being evaluated. With 143 of 200 responses
tabulated, close to 96 per cent of the coeds who attended the
clinics would recommend the service to others.
"The students polled almost universally commented that
the volunteers helped to create a relaxed, eased atmosphere,
and that the clinic is the most comprehensive they have gone
to in terms of education, personal attention, and warmth of
the doctor."
In stating future goals for the clinic’s continuing operation,
Ms. Swanson cited the need for more small group discussions
on human sexuality. She said this would mean a greater
number of student volunteers, and a skilled staff of counselors and discussion leaders.
"We all tend to think that what we are doing is different,"
Ms. Swanson said. "We need to share our feelings to know
that sex is universal and that people aren’t really all that different. There is a great deal of naivity in college students in
terms of what they know about themselves and sex."
Ms. Swanson believes the center’s rap sex sessions should
be extended to the Student Union and dormitory areas on
campus.
"We also need a follow-up on continued summer care," Ms.
Swanson stressed. "We’ve put people on a year-round
medication, but we do not have the facilities to offer them
year round help."

Free -school teachers
needed for summer

With TWA
it pays to be young.

Gladv Knoght & The Pipe
8 8 Kong
D.zzy Gellaspei
Solly Paul
Charles M.ngus
Herb,. Mann
David Newman
CtOSed CerCyet TV Knell ann.

Quintet

If the 0E0 grant comes
through in June, educators
will begin listing employers
who might train high school
students if the district helped
pay the cost.

The high cost of meats and food seems to have made them
more tempting targets for area burglars.
Two burglaries, one at the Old Pit, 15 S. llth St. and another at Togo’s Sandwich Shop, 336 E. Williams St., resulted
in the loss of nearly $400 in food and meat over the weekend.
Thieves came through the back door of Togo’s Sunday
night and removed eight 12 pound hams, 50 pounds of pastrami, 30 pounds of provoloni cheese, two tops of roast beef
( or 60 pounds) and 12 cases of beer.
Also taken was $75 in change and bills from the cash register.
The Old Pit suffered much less on Friday night when $65
worth or roast beef, one third of a ham and three slabs of
spareribs were taken.
The burglar left approximately $100 to $150 worth of uncooked meats lying in the area where the other meat was
taken, and $30 in change was left untouched.

Saturdey, Jun* 23, 8:00 p.m.

Free Concert
D eny Mints.

But in this case, school
planners envision a system
of using the community as a
classroom. This, too, would
be a national first, if implemented, Superintendent
William Baker told the
Spartan Daily.

Local food burglaries
result in $400 loss

Louts Billion Beg Band
Rahman Roland Kork voth
the Montage Hall Band
Freddoe Hubbard
Esther Phillips

Fore. Here C111S.

board authorized an application for a $60,000 study
grant.

Birth control
clinic succeeds
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1Vocal groupt

Isaac Hayes creates intense
mood in his latest live album
By PAULA DORIAN

L-11: Steve Ruppenthal, Ed Smith, Clyde Wilson (standing) Phil Zahorsky, Ron Loofbourrow and Ted Dollarhide (tuba).
Original compositions by students and recent graduates of San Jose State University will
be featured in a free concert at 830 tonight in the Concert Hall.
"Theme and Deviations" for brass sextet, composed by trumpet graduate Mark
will open the performance. It is followed by Craig Whitwell’s "Villanelle," based
on
IWilliams,
a Dylan Thomas poem and "Three Pieces for Solo Bassoon," performed by composer
Clyde Wilson.
, ’’A Catchy Tuna," by Douglas Rider, the woodwind quintet "Shadows" by Theodore
I )011arhide and David Mirigian’s brass quintet will conclude the performance.

Entertainment
Psychic world alive
and well in San Jose
reading, or individual work
with reflexology.
The workshops begin with
a short meditation during
which someone usually
reads an inspirational passage. Light is provided by a
large candle resting on a
piano. After the meditation
is completed and the "vibes
are high," everyone leaves
their seats and wanders
about the room meeting the
rest of the audience, often
getting a hug instead of a
handshake.
Healing Center
The Oasis is a spiritual
healing center operating out
of an attractively unkempt
old house, at 334 Boynton St.
in San Jose.
It offers psychic counseling, reflexology, metaphysics classes, and the services
of two psychics who give life
readings for $5, or $10 for an
in-depth review of "relevant
previous incarnations."
The director of the Oasis is
Harold Kupel, a white-haired
retired business man who
looks and acts much younger
than his 68 years.
Seven days a week he
practices
and teaches
reflexology, a type of healing
on
the
premise that
based
the body energies, or the
oriental yin-yang, are the
key to health.
Kupel beings his treatments with a massage (an
uptight body can’t be healed,
he says and then uses finer
pressure on the reflex points
which correspond closely to
acupuncture points.
"I don’t do any healing,"
Kupel says. "I restore
balance to the body’s electromagnetic field and let the
body take care of itself.
Reflexology is a means of
coaxing the body into selfheal ing. "
Spiritual development
Classes in spiritual
development are given at the
Oasis on Wednesday night
by Donna Shadowsky, one of
the two psychics who give
life readings.
As with the reflexology
treatments, there is no
Monthly Meetings
charge for the classes. They
One evening a month is set are operated on a pay-iitataside for an audience par- you can, if-you-tah basis.
Kupel,--Ilie many other
Ucipation night which might
be for the sharing of persongt,..-Kuple in the field, has noted
ESP ex p-e-Finttrs, Thillet
a dramatic increase in inter/

By ERIC LYON
Special to the Daily
San Jose, according to occult lore, was one of the
areas settled by Lemurian
wisemen who fled their island continent which was
slowing sinking into what is
now the Pacific Ocean.
The "vibrations" which
attracted the Lemurians to
San Jose are still strong, say
present day psychics, and
the psychic population of this
area testifies to some kind of
strong attraction.
David St. Clair, in his
recent book "The Psychic
World of California," lists
nearly thirty psychics,
mediums, astrologers, healers, and other members of
the occult in the San Jose
area.
Psychic Workshops
Many of the individuals in
this field, besides giving
readings, casting horoscopes, or doing healings,
also conduct classes in
meditation or personal psychic awareness. There is a
large number of these "psychic workshops" in this area
which provide an opportunity for groups of people to
meet together to work on
some phase of their spiritual
growth.
These workshops range in
structure from traditional
classroom instruction, such
as the astrology classes
given on Wednesday nights
at San Jose State University
by Gary Lyte, through individual involvement in
developing ESP, to large
group efforts such as the
mystical order of the Rosicrucians.
For the newcomer to the
psychic field, a good jumping off point might be the
Workshop
Metaphysical
which meets every Friday
evening at 8 in the music
room at San Jose City College.
Led by Mel Peterson, the
workshop has had guest
speakers on all aspects of
metaphysics and ESP for
over three years.

est in psychic matters
among the general public
recently.
This is especially true in
this area of California, he
said.
"There is more going on in
the psychic field in the Bay
Area than anywhere else in
the world," he said.
Teaching aids
Locks of hair, unsigned
and telephone
letters,
conversations are some of
the teaching aids used by
psychic Cheryl Bias Bennett
in her psychic development
classes.
The classes are held on
Saturday afternoons at the
Enlightenment Book Shop,
2960 Stevens Creek Blvd.
which also offers courses in
meditation, tarot reading,
astrology, and psychic art.
Ms. Bennett’s classes run for
six Saturdays and cost $20.
Ms. Bennett, a cheerful
woman in her early thirties,
is new to the teaching field
because only recently did
she discover she was psychic.
"One day, in a meditation
class, the teacher described
what psychic abilities were,
and I was so surprised to
learn I had been experiencing these things but
never knew them as ’psychic
abilities,’ she explained.
Abilities developed
Her abilities developed
rapidly and today she supports herself through her
readings and teachings.
Ms. Bennett’s classes are
limited to four or five students to provide a close
relationship and individual
attention.
Hair is an excellent device
for tuning in, Ms. Bennett
has found. She gets the hair
from friends so the students’
impressions of the person
can be verified.
Everyone has ESP, or
psychic abilities, contended
Ms. Bennett, who worked
previously as a magazine
editor and free-lance writer.
The purpose of her class is
to bring the students to the
point where they are aware
of these Ntural abilities and
can use th\mn in their daily
life.

In show business circles
they call him ’Black Moses,’
but most listeners know him
as Isaac Hayes. ’Isaac
Hayes, Live at the Sahara
Tahoe’ is his latest double album and he combines all the
intensity of his previous
sounds with his new ones.
This is a mellow listening
album which creates its own
mood and impact.
Background vocals are
provided by "Hot Buttered
Soul" and his musicians are
"The Movement," a full
rhythm section, plus woodwinds, and brass.
Hayes opens with the
"Theme from Shaft," bringing each note to an abrupt
accoustical end, and just
plays through the song with
an ease of excellence.
He sings Jose Feliciano’s
’Light My Fire,’ like its
never been done before. The
soulful impact makes it
almost a different song completely.
He starts out with a fast
beat and mellows out into an
almost love song tempo.
Then the tempo speeds up to
a boogie and suddenly ends.
’The Look Of Love,’ by
Bacharach-David, is an
arrangement Hayes is quite
comfortable with and begins
by saying, "Now adays, we
deal with love on a more personal basis. . .a look and it’s
vibrations." Here his back

With
the
Watergate
hearings now into their
second week of excitement,
the whole nation is glued to
their radios and TVs for
what might be the longest
running
summer
replacement in the history of
communications.
Many radio and TV
stations are devoting entire
news departments and
complete programming to
the hearings. All three
national networks cover the
hearings with six hours
daytime coverage and then
repeat the highlights during

Stan Kenton
to perform
The third man to be named
to the Jazz Hall of Fame,
Stan Kenton, will perform
with his orchestra at San
Jose City College at 7:30
p.m. on May 23.
Tickets may be purchased
at the door or at the San Jose
Box Office.
Presented as part of the
Spring’s Cultural Series, the
program will include afternoon workshops and
clinics staged by Kenton’s
jazz ensemble in the SJCC
Music Building.
Kenton’s first success was
with his 14-piece orchestra in
1941. During the 1950’s, his
43-piece orchestra won him a
place behind Louis Armstrong and Duke Ellington in
the Jazz Hall of Fame.

may 23
san lose state
morris dailey
auditorium
14/4 7pm

san lose state
loma prieta
drIfp,rml filrns

rIpht

tockets $1.50 student. S2.00 genefel
Associated students busoness office, or at doer

the entire show to a close.
’Isaac Hayes, Live At The
Sahara Tahoe’ will appeal to
blues, jazz, rock and soul
listeners.
Hayes’s style has only
gotten better and he proceeds to do the things he already does well, even better.
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PREPARATION FOR SUMMER
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STANLEY Ai KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
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announces the presentation
of its summer
40 day intensive training
in conscious evolution.
(in the following cities)

prime time in the evening.
KSAN ( 95 FM) began
coverage last Wednesday
night in a one hour special
entitled
"Watergate
Follies." The show started
with a comic dialogue of the
guard who discovered the
break-in. Typical follies
music from the 40’s was
played in the background.
The show got serious after
that with the who, where and
how rundown of those involved in the scandal. There
must have been over 30
names that took a good
quarter of an hour to recite.
The program continued
with summarization of
everything up to the opening
of the hearings plus a
satirical feature explaining
Pres. Richard Nixon’s ties
with the Mafia.
"Watergate Follies," will
be presented on Monday
nights at 9 for the remainder
of the hearings. Highlights
and commentary will be
featured

Aspen, Colorado
Austin, Texas
Boston, Massachusetts
Denver, Colorado
London, England
Los Angeles, California
Miami, Florida
Monterey, California
New York, New York
Palo Alto, California
San Diego, California
San Francisco, California
Seattle, Washington
Southampton, New York
Tucson, Arizona
Washington, D.C.
Vancouver, B.C.

July 9
June 2
June 10
July 2
June 15
July 2
July 2
July 2
June 25-August 20
July 23
July 23
June 4-July 23
June 15
July 2
July 2
June 4-July 23
June 19-July 23

For further information contact
the arica house in your area or write to:

arica institute in america, inc.
24 West 57th Street,
New York, New York 10019
(212) 489-7430

FUTURE CPA’S
Learn Now About the
next CPA 7.),’
Becker CPA Review Couese
SAN f RAt1Ci5C0
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0151814395
408 75145446
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THE
SAN JOSE
SYMPHONY
73

DEC

. 1,, Virtuoso
ci.,eiture to
Mozart-.-Rondo and Adagio )
BartokConcerto No 1
BRAHMS-1st Symphony .
FRIDAY, MAY 25-8:30 PM

San Jose Civic Auditorium
TICKETS AVAILABLE

$4 to $7
San Jose Box Office (246-1160);
Peninsula Box Office (854-2600); and
all Macy’s.
School Children Free

S,nte 1938

arica

nation’s attention

JAIME LAREDO

may 22

The voices of ’Hot Buttered Soul’ reinforce the
reality of the ’Windows of the
World’ with the intense harmonies.
Carole King’s "It’s too
Late Baby" is performed
emotionally. ’Clie orchestra
fills the background with
harmonies and then goes
back into the constant drum
beat. The rhythm, blues and
Hayes’s voice persuade the
listener to ’feel the music.’

Watergate attracts

Maestro George Cleve
directs the San Jose Symphony’s most exciting
season ever. featuring a tremendous list of
world-renowned guest artists.

1/* INST MIMS FROM ANO.L. W.01.1Ak COUPE ’MON
FtIVIMINt.1. LOW WIDGET UM01.01101.10

’Type Thang, opens on a
up orchestra brings out the
sensual tone of the song. An fast note and uses the brass
echo chamber gives the section as a back up for the
important sound effects and song. A soul beat is used and
the song softly ends with carries the song to its peak.
"Please don’t go."
The final song begins with
The lyrical side of Hayes
comes out as he turns his ’Ike’s Rap VI’ which introattention to the vibraphone duces a saxaphone lead with
in the instrumental ’Ellie’s an echo chamber that
Love Theme,’ from the creates the atmosphere
while Hayes raps on.
’Shaft’ score.
Some of the best rocking
The saxaphone leads into
rhythmic beats are heard in
"Do Your Thing." The ’Ain’t No Sunshine.’ The
muffled lead sets the mood blues in the song come out
for an immediate response and seem to flow and penetrate the audience.
from the listener.
Hayes begins one of the
The beginning of the song
best songs, "Windows of the is instrumental and goes
World" with a commentary from blues to jazz with the
on what a bring down news- saxaphone carrying the
papers are.
song. Hayes steps into a
The song is a slow ballad smooth solo that receives a
questioning life as a reality. fantastic response from the
audience.
"Windows of .. the .Werld,
The saxaphone ends with a
are- covered with.rain.
three minute solo and brings
Where is the sunshine,
we once knew?"

A "camper’s country:
club" called Timber Trails is
looking for vocal groups or
singles to perform for their,
camp in ()rinda, California.’;
The organization has in-::
door facilities for program-.:
ined entertainment, with
piano and some sound equip-.
ment available.
Further information may
be obtained by writing or.
phoning the Director or
Recreation, Les Burns, Timber Trails International, 3 ,
Altarinda Road, Orinda,
California. The phone number is (415i 254-7600.

Is,

Unload!
Sell your books
at

folA STORE
On Tenth Street
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’Last Tango’s sex
is a slice of life
By STEPHANIE CURTIS

house owner who seeks
redemption from doom by
"Last Tango in Paris" is having an affair with a
an incredibly honest movie young, French girl. Maria
about a relationship between Schneider.
Iwo people which happens to
Brando’s wife has committed both adultery and suirevolve around sex.
Unfortunately, the public cide. He is unable to comprestill isn’t ready to accept hend the reasons for her sins.
honesty about sex. Re- In scenes with his wife’s
viewers have called the mother and lover Brando
movie trash because it ex- asks why she is unfaithful
reeds what they call the and why the suicide? There
limits of "good taste". What are no answers, only a
reviewers forget is that only muddle of emotions he can’t
a small percentage of put into perspective.
Unable to resolve his
humanity live their lives
within the boundaries of conflicting feelings over his
good taste. A great many wife’s suicide he plunges to
People live their lives in sor- the depths of sexuality with
did surroundings without Maria Schneider.
At first Brando spurns her
middle class values.
At $4 a ticket, the majority attempts to establish a relaof viewers of "Last Tango" tionship beyond sex, "No
will undoubtedly be middle names, we have no need for
class "good taste" people. names," he tells her.
Their relationship is
Anal sex will nauseate them
and so will words like pig f- doomed before they meet.
earliest memories
Brando’s
-r. Neither one reflect the
middle class attitude that are of drunken parents. His
sex is healthy and fun. lifetime of suffering is incomprehensible to Maria
Clean too.)
Director Bernardo Berto- whose environment until
lucci has filmed a slice of life Brando has been refined,
that is twisted and tragic. upper middle class.
Brando delivers his lines
Marlon Brando plays the
role of a middle aged flop- perfectly and expresses feel-

Portrait Gallery offers
Training Fellowships

The Arts

The National Portrait
Gallery, a free public
museum for the exhibition
and study of portraiture and
statuary, is offering two oneyear $7,500 Training Fellowships to students who have
completed or will complete a
Master’s Degree or its
equivalent in History by
August 31.
These fellowships have
been made possible by a
grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities, and agency of the
federal Government. Interns
will be given the opportunity
to participate in a museum
program designed to acquaint them with the uses of
objects as historical documents and to expose them to
the procedures and techniques required for museum-

ings of rage and pain with
frightening realism. Bertolucci’s direction is unerring.
No scenes, no lines are
superfluous. The camera
often catches mood and
theme. In one scene the
camera pans from the bathroom covered with suicide
blood to the river.
"Last Tango in Paris" is a
masterpiece of acting,
camera work and script.
Bertolucci has captured the
tragedy of life and will be
condemned because he
hasn’t done it prettily.

T.V. awards
Top honors of the 25th
Television Academy Awards
on Sunday night went to:
"The Waltons"best
dramatic series; "All in the
Family"best comedy
series; "Liza with a Z"
single variety show; and
"The Julie Andrews Hour"
musical variety.
Other winners were: Mary
Tyler Moore and Jack Klugman as best comedians and
Ted Knight and Valerie Harper of the "Mary Tyler
Moore Show."

related careers.
Applicants should send
transcripts of undergraduate
and graduate records along
with their letter of application, which should also include details of age, schools
attended, years of graduation and subjects emphasized.
Candidates should also
have two letters of recommendation sent to the
Director of the Gallery. The
letter of application should
include a statement of from
200-400 words explaining why
the applicant is interested ii:
the museum program, and in
what way they think the
training would benefit their
career.
All applications and letters
i Continued on page 10)
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Larry and Magie Ringroy dance.

Karilagan Dance Troupe performs
simple Filipino dances with skill

rough Texas saloon is the scene of drama ’Black Day at Red Dog.’

Melodrama exposes villain
in play ’Black Day at Red Dog’
Scene of many moral
melodramas, Texas in the
19th century is the setting for
-Black Day at Red Dog," a
Rehearsal and Performance
Class production at 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday, May 22 in the
Stadio Theater.
Vree to all students, the
;day is complete with a sweet
lady, a black-hearted banker
:aid a helpful hired hand and
Is directed by Drama De-

Media film
to be shown
The Graphic Offensive will
present a benefit film
showing for Focus on Media
ind will also present the 11th
Ann Arbor Film Festival
today tomorrow at Morris
Daily Auditorium.
The admission is $2 for
he general public and $1.50
for students. Tickets can be
purchased in the A.S.
Business Office.
There will be two showings
each night at 4 and 7 p.m.
For further information contact Harold Adler at (415)
843-6900.

Fair needs
craftspeople
The Humanist Community
of San Jose is calling for
craftspeople and performers
of all kinds to participate in
their third annual Humanist
Renaissance Festival to be
held in the Glade at the Santa
Clara County Fairgrounds
on July 7 and 8.
To join in the celebration
Nrite P.O. Box 881, San Jose
or call 294-5017.

partment Chairman Dr. Hal
Todd.
Theater will continue
throughout the summer with
the Repertory Theater Festival, which will present plays
every weekend of the sixweek summer session, beginning on June 29 until
August 4.
Four plays are featured,
beginning with "Good King
Lyrical," a children’s
comedy on King Lear,
written and directed by Dr.
Todd.
"Stop the World, I Want to
Get Off," directed by Gayle

By WARREN HEIN
sticks that are constantly off slow, then clap the sticks
The Karilagan Filipino rising and falling and together as fast as they can.
chore- coming together. Each pair The dancers must try to
Troupe,
Dance
ographed by Magie Ringroy, of sticks is held by two mem- avoid being trapped in the
bers of the troupe who start -mousetrap."
traditional
performed
dances of the Philippine
Islands Sunday night at the
Student Union of San Jose
State University.
The dancers, clad in
beautifully colored costumes
of blue, red, and white and
lavender, are from the Filipino community of San Jose.
The troupe performed a
variety of dances, ranging
from Spanish influence
dances to the familiar rural
provincial dances that require 10-foot bamboo sticks.
The Spanish influence
dances were simple, with the
Where Spaghetti can be fun
troupe members paired off
in partners, reminiscent of
a complete dinner for $1.95
square dancing. Castenettes
hours Mon-Thur 5-10 pm
and coconuts were clapped
Fri -Sat 5-12pm Sun 4- 10pm
together by the dancers to
highlight the varied smooth
San Jose Calif.
Phone 288-7488
and brisk movements
Candles were even balanced
on the women’s heads as the
men stepped smoothly
around them.
The most exciting part of
the performance was the
Tinikling, where the brothersister team of Magie and
Larry Ringroy stunned the
audience with their nifty foot
work. The concept of the
Tinikling dance is to get the
feet in and out of bamboo

Cornelison, and "Imaginary
Invalid," a Moliere comedy,
will be included. The summer performances will close
with a melodrama to be announced.
Auditions for the plays will
continue through the first
day of the summer session,
June 26.
The department has also
chosen the plays to be produced next season, which are
"And Miss Reardon Drinks a
Little," "Lulu," "Amphitryon 38," "Susannah," and
another play to be announced.

Available only toCSU
San Jose students,
faculty, staff, and immediate
families. Fare is based on the
pro -rata share of total cost of
the aircraft and are subject to
increase or decrease depending
upon the total people booked -Rate includes admin. cost of $10.

Student Services West, Inc.
235 East Santa Clara Street #7/0
San Jose, C.allfornla 95t13
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We’re buying books

Speech
winner
Reading Chekhov’s "The
Harmfulness of Tobacco,"
drama student flank Kaiser
won the 53rd Dr. Dorothy
Kaucher speech contest at
San Jose State University.
Competing against six
finalists in last week’s finals,
Kaiser won $50 for his excellence in oral interpretation.
The contest was open to
the entire campus and
marked the 23rd year the
semi-annual award was presented in honor of Professor
Emeritus Ka ucher.
Three judges, all SJSU
graduates, determined the
winner, and the presentation
of the $50 was made by Dean
of the School of Humanities
and Arts, Warren Faus.
The program hosted by
Carol Zafren, who won last
fall, concluded with a tribute
to Noel Coward by William
I,onon Smith and Joan Montgomery.
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Sports Information Director

Sports

Cook -unheralded worker
Football and basketball on
the college level are both big
time businesses requiring
exposure and promotion. It
takes an unusual type of
person who is willing to
spend more time than he
gets paid to promote his
school’s athletic program.
Wynn Cook, San Jose State
University sports information director (SID) has been
at the Spartan post since the
spring of 1970. His job is to
accommodate all requests
for information on SJSU
sports.
Cook served as the editor
of the Spartan Daily and as
the evening broadcast wire
editor for United Press
International before taking
the SJSU post.
One of Cook’s biggest
promotions involved Dave
Chaney, the Spartan’s 1971
All-American
linebacker.
Without any publicity it

Wynn Cook, (right) interviews world-record holder Al Feuerbach

Harrison
muscles to
wrist crown

Libbers, sports
don’t mix well
By DON GIOVANNIN
Like drinking and driving, sports and women’s liberation
just don’t mix. In fact the collision course they are on will ultimately prove only one point:
Men are physically superior.
This however, is nothing new, and women have known this
since the dawn of time. When the furniture needed moving in
Adam and Eve’s cave, Adam did it.
The women’s liberation movement has made great steps in
attaining some kind of mental equality, but as Bobby Riggs
proved women should quit while they’re ahead.
If Riggs plays enough women he is bound to lose sooner or
later, but the fact that he is old enough to be their father
proves that the battles are really not worth contesting, as far
as the libbers are concerned.
The Riggs Margret Court confrontation is nothing new.
Several years ago Helen Moody was acknowledged as the
greaOst woman player. She took on an aging teaching pro
named Howard Kinsy. Kinsy won 6-0, 6-0.
However, Mrs. Moody went the other direction and opposed a young player named Wilbur Cox who was a local San
Jose product just out of the junior ranks. Mrs. Moody won 6-3,
6-2.
But this didn’t prove a heck of a lot. Times have changed
and so has tennis.
San Jose State University’s own tennis mentor Butch Kirkorian challenged Ms. Court months before her recent battle
was even thought of. Kirkorian even put up 81,000 but Mrs.
Court wisely turned him down.
Women’s liberation may get women equality in most
areas, with the exception of, you guessed it sports.
If women can compete on an equal basis more power to
them and moreover men should relish the challenge. But the
sad truth is that the best of the women can only beat the
worst of the men.
But what about women’s involvement in sports. Should
they be thrown out of the clubhouses, showers, and pressrooms around the nation?
According to most male athletes, the kind that walked off
the court in San Diego when a female opponent made her
appearance late in the game, the answer would be a definite
yes.
The Spartan Daily had their own representative in the
person of Juanita Lebus this semester.
She found problems in covering her different beats because coaches didn’t feel she knew enough about sports. She
wasn’t too crazy about the sports staff, who in turn resented
the attention she got for being a pioneer for the cause.
But then again she said, "Boy I sure am going to miss you
guys." referring to her follow sportswriters.
What can I say. Peace on earth, good will to all men, and to
all the broods too’

Bill Harrison, a burly 260pound iron worker from San
Jose, took just 44 seconds
last Saturday at the World’s
Wristwrestling Championships in Petaluma, to become the new heavyweight
champion.
Harrison, who has brought
his large frame and handlebar mustache to the
championships before, unsuccessfully, went through a
formidable list of competitors, including defending
champion Maurice Baker
from Connecticut.
An underdog, Harrison
was just suppose to be another good, strong competitor, according to contestants. Harrison put the
huge arm of Baker down like
an ax hitting a tree, then defeated Pete Mistok for the
title.

would have been difficult for
him to receive the honor.
"We ran an energetic but
dignified campaign for
Dave," Cook said. "We put
his photograph on our spring
football prospective, the
cover of our pressbook, and a
special three-fold brochure.
However, we didn’t do as
some schools have done in
the past and that’s to put his
picture on a valentine and
send to selection voters."
He said the final criteria of
an All-American depends on
the ability of the player himself, but that he can boost the
selections by promotion.
"The hardest work surrounds the football brochure," Cook said. "In the
page book there are sections
such as records to be updated, information to be
gathered on all our opponents, pictures to be made
and copy on the upcoming

season. We also put out an
extensive basketball press
book."
The brochures are annually produced by Coolc and
is made available to all the
Spartan’s opponents and the
Bay Area media covering
SJSU sports.
"The last few years, we
have been given excellent
coverage by the local
media," Cook said.
"However to get some
recognition in the San Francisco papers, the Spartans
have to knock off a Stanford
or a Long Beach every
week."
The Spartan SID puts out a
monthly newsletter Spartan
Sportlight which promotes
those sports that normally
don’t get the coverage. He
also puts our leaflets for
soccer, tennis, baseball and
whatever else the budget will
allow.

Alumni seek revenge
from varsity gymnasts
The alumni will be seeking
revenge as they face the San
Jose State University gymnastics team in their annual
meet, Friday at 8 p.m. in
Spartan Gym. Admission to
the event is free.
Heading the alumni will be
1971 All-American Jim Turpin who was second among
vaulter
nationally-ranked
that year and was fifth in the
1968 NCAA trampoline.
Rea Ander, who coached
the Spartans to a second
place in the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association in his
rookie year the past season,
will be attempting to lead the
varsity to a second straight
win over the alums.
This squad will consist of
NCAA participants Steve
McCormick (still rings), and
Steve Bergmand (long
horse) as well as George
Hadres (all-around) John
Cameron (all-around) and

they become more serious.
"We had our budget
slashed last year giving us
very few dollars to spend
But with our advertising
campaign earlier in the
year, we got enough advertising to continue making
brochures," Cook said.
In the future, the Spartan
Promoter would like to add a
few pages to the brochures
giving an overview of the
school. However, he said for
what it has to offer it would
cost too much money.
"The job may take up a
majority of my time but
when the job may be a
stepping stone to something
important such as an important newspaper job,
sports broadcasting career.
You never can tell," Cook
said.

"We have one of the most
active sports programs in
the nation, but we are understaffed and underfinanced,"
Cook said. "My assistant,
Jack Mogg and I. put in up to
60 hours a week which makes
it hard to cover all 13 sports
on campus in depth.
Other time-consuming
duties include relaying
scores of the conference
office, taking care of the
press box accommodations,
set up radio and tv coverage,
set up travel arrangements
and look after the visiting
media before each home
game.
A new responsibility given
to him by athletic director
Dr. John Caine was in heading up the newly formed athletic committee. This group,
comprised of one member of
each sport, tries to help solve
athletes grievances before
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Frank Sahlein ( floor exer- the NCAA championships.
Two former Spartans who
cise).
have entered the teaching
Joe
Director
Meet
Sweeney, who took first in ranks will be back as Art
rsoi
MGM
is
JAMES COBURN
High
the 1971 PCAA all-around, Andrews (San Mateo
BOB DYLAN
KRISTOFFERSON
Lew Lefcourt
KRIS
School)
and
parallel
bar
high bar and
High
competition, will also com- (Markham Junior
PLUS ..keaTz.cri,y
Starts WED!
on the
pete with the alumni along School) will perform
rings.
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2
with nine other top former
Spartans.
Clair Jennet, who coached
the varsity from 1961 to 1972,
will take over the mentor
duties for the alumni.
When you look at Vasque boots for climbing, hiking, and backDoug Hills, the 1970 State
packing you see no fancy frills. Just honest workmanship.
College and PCAA free exercise champion, will compete
Designed by men who’ve been there, Vasque is the boot profesin his specialty. Pete Jacobs,
sionals look for and wear. Because, out there, you need an honest
one of SJSU’s best parallel
bar specialist will be on hand
boot. Come try on a pair of Vasque boots at these quality
as will Tony Spence, a high
mountaineering and backpacking outfitters.
bar man in 1969.
Participating for the
alumns for the first time will
be Bill Barnwell, who won
the PCAA all-around title
this year and participated in
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41
She wants me,
she wants my Vasque boots ...
She wants me,
she wants my Vasque boots...

A knockout
of a movie

A superb and enthralling,
unforgettable film.

AT THE ROUND TABLE

I urge it strongly
on everyone

Summer fun and Round Table pizza just naturally go together
and you’ll enjoy the air-conditioned comfort of our olde English

The film can hardly be more timely.
An intelligent and highly provocative
movie.

Brilliant

atmosphere. 16 lively pizza varieties from which to choose,
along with hamburgers, oven -baked sandwiches, frankfurters,
salads and your favorite beverages.
Share a Little Pizza With Someone You Love

ounbTable

THE j

The most engrossing and mature
film of many a year. You owe it to
yourself to see it.

FOR FAST SERVICE PHONE AHEAD
FOOD TO EAT HERE OR GO
BOLLING E R RD.
ROUND TABLE
6184 Bollinger Rd.
San Jose, Calif.
Ph. 257-8080
(Orchard Farm Cntr.)

McKEE ROAD
ROUND TABLE
2351 McKee Rd.
San Jose, Calif.
Ph. 259-3940
(K -Mart Shopping Cntr.)

SANTA TERESA BLVD.
ROUND TABLE
6217 Santa Teresa Blvd.
San Jose, Calif.
Ph. 226-0756
(Cottle & Santa Teresa)
WILLOW GLEN

ROUND TABLE
1175 Lincoln Ave.

San Jose, Calif.
Ph. 295-4644
(Next to Garden Theater)

EASTRIDGE CENTER
ROUND TABLE
2219 Quimby Rd.
San Jose, Calif.
Ph. 238-1632
(Next to Lucky Mkt.)

SNE LL ROAD
ROUND TABLE
6075 Snell Rd.
San Jose, Calif.
Ph. 226-0242
(Santa Teresa Sq.)

Pizza Dough

PIZZA sioo
Any large size of King Arthur s 16 varieties
EXPIRES MAY 31, 1973

from Cinema 5
Santa Cleo,
A

Cl Al.111T

745 ?Iril

1,4

CALL THEATRE FOR TIMES

Staab
I OTTLYVICUJ

Good only at the above Round Tables

THE ROUND TABLE

1

OFF

FIRST KINGDOM BANK OF CAMELOT

THEY GET YOU THERE
Freeman’s Sport Center
840 Town 8 Country
San Jose

Mel Cottons
1266W San Cariie,
San Jose

Cupertino

Freeman’s Sport Center
711 Town & Country
Sunnyvale

Beek’s Shoes
88 Almaden Aventae
San Jose

Suns for Sports
Third at Grand
San Rafael

Western Mountaineering
248 Auzerais Avenue
San Jose

’kick’s Shoes
3887 Union
San Jose

Any Nio.,11h11.1
..111,30 V,Illey Green
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Schilling, Breddell sparks SJSU win

Spartans run away with PCAA track title
By RAY MORRLSON
SANTA
BARBARA Speed City is alive and well
again in San Jose.
After trailing Long Beach
State University by as much
as 23 points, the Spartan
track team came back to win
the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association championships
last Friday and Saturday at
the US-Santa Barbara track
easily with double victories
from speedsters
Mark
Schilling and Vince Breddell.
The San Jose State University spikers won 11 events;
nine of them in the running
category on their way to collecting 150 12 points to beat
the defending champions
with 112 for the crown.
Totals for other schools in
the meet were Fresno State
University 58, UCSB 311L2,
Los Angeles State University
34, San Diego State University 32 and University of
Pacific 15.
Before the meet, Schilling
could be seen pacing the
track with a good case of the
nerves. But when he finished
the mile he gave his nervousness to the entire track
audience.
Schilling trips and falls
While running the mile,
Schilling who was in fourth
place during the backstretch
of his final lap tripped and
fell flat on his face.
With John Dean (LASU),
Mike Butler (LI3SU) and Bob
Ebert (SJSU) twenty yards
in front of him, Schilling got
up and ran for his life.
Luckily he caught everyone at the final turn and
finished with a fast 4:06.9 to
beat Dean by less than a
second.
"The only thing going
through my mind when I fell

was that it was all over."
said Schilling, who was
treated for numerous cuts
and scrapes.
But when I got up, the
field wasn’t too far ahead
and I still thought I had
chance."
Assistant SJSU coach Don
Riggs felt that his miler
could have gone under four
minutes if he hand’t fallen.
However, Schilling’s
clocking tied the track mark
set by Jim Ryan.
Spartan wins again
With only a 40 minute rest,
Schilling came back to thrill
the audience once again
with a stunning 1:50.6 in the
880 to improve his life-time
best by four seconds.
"There is no explanation
for my fast time," Schilling
said. "I thought I’d be
chasing the field; instead I
was right up there."
"I was hanging back on the
first lap trying to get my
wind and then it all came
together on the last lap."
Finishing close behind was
Chris Giannoulas 1152.0)
with third and Glenn Harmatz (1:52.4) at fourth. Bob
Ebert took a fourth in the
mile at 4:09 to put him fifth
on the all-time list.
Breddell gets double victory
Breddell proved he was the
fastest sprinter in the conference by collecting victories in the 100 and 220-yard
dashes and anchoring the
final leg of the Spartan’s
winning 440-relay team.
The "Spartan Firebird"
wasn’t satisfied with his 9.7
and 21.6 times which were
his slowest of the season.
"All I was worried about
was getting the points. I
wasn’t working on anything

special," Breddell said. "I
was really tired after the 220
after having won three races
today and my two heats
yesterday."
In the 220, Ken Doutherd
finished second to Breddell
at 9.8 to nip Ernie Davis of
LASU by inches.
Upset in steeple chase.
A stunning upset came
from freshman Wayne Hurst
who broke away from the
field to win the 3,000-meter
steeplechase in 9:13.6 to set a
new PCAA mark. Spartan
coach Ernie Bullard had
earlier predicted that SJSU
would not get any points in
this event.
"I just can’t believe it,"
Hurst said. "This is the first
race I’ve won all year and I
knew if I stayed in the pack
I’d be okay."
Breaking the track record
of 47.3 in the 440 was Tom
Sprink who ran the oval in
47.1 for the fastest PCAA
clocking
this
season.
Following close behind was
teammate Dennis Maas as
well as defending champion
Wayne Snyder of UCSB who
were both clocked at 48.4.
"I was trying to run in the
46’s but this was impossible
as the track was very slow,"
Sprink said. "This is only the
second time I’ve run on a dirt
track this year.
Sprink also got the mile
relay team off to a good start

with a four second lead
which was never relinquished as Maas, Bruce Leek and
Bober Stewart ran their laps
in 3:14.2.
Winning the high jump was
Dave Curtis with a poor 6-8
while Bill Crawford added a
fourth at 6-4.
The reason for the poor
scoring was explained by
Crawford. "At San Jose we
run entirely on a tartan survace while here there is a
surface.
grass-dirt-tartan
When approaching the bar,
half of the foot is on the tartan and the other half in the
dirt so we didn’t get any good
footing."
Easy win for Rock
Frank Rock won the pole
vault easily with a 16-0 jump
followed by teammate Jack
Van Kirk who leaped 15-0
despite injuring his back
when landing on the mat.
"I never got overconfident," Rock said. "It felt
good to win, since I didn’t
place last year."
The Spartan 440-relay
team used some smooth
handoffs and quick speed to
beat the 49’ers 41.6 to 41.7.
This team which consisted of
Doutherd, Leek, Breddell
and Bobby Hamilton have
been spending much of their
time lately trying to perfect
their handoffs which has
paid off for the win.
Greg Tinnin stumbled on

his last hurdle just enough to
let teammate Milt Whitley
nip hint in the 120-yard high
hurdles. Whitley’s 14.3
clocking broke the track
record held by Gary Paterson of UCSB at 14.4 Tinnin
finished at 14.4 while Bruce
Leek added a fifth at 14.7.
As was expected, the
49’ers swept both the triple
jump and long jump.
49’ers take jumping events
In the triple jump LBSU
had three men leap over 50
feet including Dave Tucker,
the nation’s best jumper at
54-1. However, SJSU did get
some points on a fourth place
finish from Montena Terry
48-834i and sixth from J.C.
Ragster 46-3).
"I just didn’t feel like
jumping
today,"
said

# -

Tucker. "I’m not disappointed as we came in trying for a
sweep in the first three
places and that’s what we
got.
"I thought about going for
a conference record, but I
got messed up on the runway. I had a lot of trouble
getting my steps and there
wasn’t any board to push off
of.
The 49’ers also qualified
four men in the long jump
finals as SJSU’s lone
representative Fred Wikkeling finished third at 23-6-2/3
Providing a two -three
finish in the 440-yard intermediate hurdles were Lloyd
Kaster 153.61 and Frank
Mercer (53.7). Mercer had to
come from behind to nip an
opponent at the tape for
third.

Kirschenman loses shot put
Weightman Ken Kirschenman had the shot put title in
the palm of his hands with a
season’s best of 55-11 until
FSU’s Mike Giroux came up
for his final throw. Giroux.
who fouled in the first two
attempts, unleased a 56-5’2
toss to win the event.
Kirschenman added a
third in the discus with a 158Pa which was seven feet less
than the winner Doyal Nelms
of FSU.
Also placing in the weight
events were Dave Gheradi
with fifth in the shot put 15211 ) and sixth in the discus
i 148-7) and Rich Comber
added a fifth in the discus
150-7 .

Alizarin Crimson
Antwerp Blue
Aureolin
Aurora Yellow
Bright Red
Burnt Sienna
Blue Black
Brown Madder
Cadmium Green
Charcoal Grey
Chrome Lemon
Cinnabar Green
Cobalt Violet
Davy’s Gray
French
Gn-

Sore arm stops Rhoads
Despite a sore arm, Rick
Rhoads threw the javelin
208-10 for a third place finish.
Rhoads, who was the conference leader at 233-6, finished
behind David Poure of UCSB
1228-9) and Lonnie Powell of
FSU at 218-11.
Although he didn’t make
the finals in the hammer
throw, Aldo Congi did capture eighth place with a 115-8
throw. Bullard said he expects the first-year thrower
to vastily improve in the
near future.
Other finishers who did not
make the finals include
Stewart at 49.4 for fifth in his
440 heat and Hamilton at 22.6
for fourth in his 220 heat.
"We have a young team
and with the pressure of a
championship over their
heads, they performed like
men," Riggs said.
The meet gave an indication of how the Spartans
have performed this season.
SJSU finished with a 6-0 dual

’

meet record with a 6-0 dual
meet record with wins over
three Pac-8 teams including
Stanford, Washington, and
Oregon State along with
Nebraska, Idaho State and
Club Northwest.

00 you
HAVe "THA8!(,9
veghltifi"
T h.ti

,,11

1.1101

you’ve been looking for
,s probably on one at
our shelves. Stop in
.ind browse around W.,
,..arry a complete selrtIon of the finest
materials in town

son Joie po;nt
ond
wallpaper co.
78 Valley Fo;r
Son Joie -248-4171
365 Son Anton:o Rd.
Mt.View.941 3600

1_

APITTRx.,31.mr SeRbgeki
CORNER 3r0 & SANTA CLARA

Fred Wikkeling leaps 24-512 to finish third in the
long jump during the PCAA championships last
weekend in Santa Barbara. Wikkeling was the
only Spartan jumper along with four Long Beach
State University jumpers to make the finals.

; .

r

Vince Breddell leads the pack to win the 100-yard
dash in 9.7. Breddell collected a double win with
a 21.6 clocking in the 220 and ran the anchor leg
on the Spartan’s winning 440-relay team.

*r.

Wayne Hurst, the Spartan’s freshman st Jplechaser leaps over the final water pit on his way
to a 9:13.6 victory to set a new track record.
Earlier in the meet, it was predicted that SJSU
would not get any points in that event.
Japan Caltirol Inttlints

_et’s go to wan tAis A ugust by charter
6799 Mr 3 weeks Included trnasporIaions and meals (at countryside)
To the high Scheel Student, College language credit will be given by
Foothill College

Medical Term in Japanese
Japanese Culture (Kota
Tea Ceremony, Flower, et)
Translation

For more Information, call or write Mo - Fr (3 pm 9 pm
2015 Latharn SI, MI View, Calif 91010

WE,GOT
BUSTED
BUT WE STILL HAVE

TOTALLY NUDE
DANCERS
PLUS
EXPLICIT.HARDCORE
ADULT MOVIES

Akit-utItt

At

THE PINK POODLE

Calendar

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT

Tues. 22 Sun -Moon
Wed. 23 Truckin
Thu. 24 Harvey Mendel Pure Food
and Drug Act
Fri. 25 Elvis Duck
Sat. 26 Elvis Duck
Sun. 27 Shreve Port Home Wreckers
Tues. 29 Sun -Moon
Wed. 30 Truckin
Thu. 31 Graham Central Station
Fri. 1 Truckin
Sat, 2 Truckin

$1.00 OFF THE REGULAR ADMISSION
PR 1...SI.N1

D with A.S.B ( ard

Phone 961 9176

328 S. BASCOM AVE. 292-3685
***************************************************
1903

/
SUPRAER

.,

SE SSK*I

/973

I
SUMMER SESSION :
SAN JOSE FEATURES: *
*

*

**

*

THE NEXT BILLION YEARS
Man’s future in a cosmos perspective - free
lecture series. Tues. 19 -Sept 4 at Flint Consunity center Featured Speaker: Anthropo.
Margaret Mead; Explorer Jacques-Yves
logist
Cousteau. Series also available for 1-3 untis
of
credit.

*
*
*
*

19

.a1V#K01#10/1#3

tiAc RICrtreirolreP

Japanese Grammar
Japanese Conversation
Traveler’s Course
Japanese History

L

COCKTAILS PITCHER BEER
ANCHOR STEAM BEER
4,
HAPPY HOUR FROM 3-7 PM I
SUBMARINES FROM 49c
.... ;.*...i
FUNMUELP29,L:-V

One- and two-unit workshops throughout
the summer.
Mail registration -avoid the red tape ct the
regular academic year
Students may take from 1-12 units of
credit. ($28.15 per unit)

Four sessions.
Intersession June 18-22
Six Week Session June 25 -Aug.
3
Ten Week Session June 25 -Aug.
31
Four Week Session Aug. 6-31.
Most classes are held Monday through
Thursday -a three-day weekend every
week.
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY SAN
JOSE 95192 (408) 277-2182

30 So. Central, Campbell
374-4000
No Cover Sun.-Wed.

Kitty 10

Mn y 22
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University budget faces many revisions before final approvc
Continued from page 1
The budget is then given to
the state legislature for consideration. It must be passed
by the last day of June for
governor’s signature, the
final step. July 1.
In ILS two year making, the
university budget is reviewed and modified many
times. Much of this modification takes place after it is
developed by the university.
This means that university
officials have little control
over the final, approved
budget.

Trustees, governor, amend
Among those who may
amend the budget are the
trustees and the governor.
According to Ted W. Benedict, dean of academic planning, the governor can remove items from the budget
at the last minute through

his line item veto. Before the
governor signs on June 30,
millions of dollars may
disappear.
Explaining another problem, Dean Benedict said,
"We don’t get a firm budget
until July 1."
Because the university
cannot make definite offers
until July, Benedict said it
often cannot get good faculty
for the fall. He said this is because "good faculty members have accepted positions
elsewhere by January."

governor who can slash anything he wants up to July 1."
Dean Benedict pointed out
that even after the governor
approves the budget, the
governor, the Department of
Finance, the Chancellor’s office and others may modify
it.
Many of these changes are
necessary, he explained,
since needs change between
the budget’s proposal and
final approval.

(’reates a bind

"A lot of people think of a
budget as a rigid contract
that doesn’t change during
the year. This is not true,"
stressed Dean Benedict.
Explaining another aspect
of budget-making, Benedict
said he actually works with
three budgets each year: the
present budget, the following
year’s budget and the budget
two years away.

"We are in a bind right
now over this very problem," commented Dean
Benedict.
"Since the governor hasn’t
signed, the Chancellor’s office has not told us what our
faculty budget will be for
next fall," he said.
"We are the victim of a

Rigid contract?

Although made up two
years in advance, budgets
cover one-year periods.
He complained that, "If we
save money, it doesn’t carry
over into the next year."
Another problem
Another problem was cited
m, direcby Glen Cairs and
tor of bus:
.man for the
universitj
budget.
He said, "With studentteacher enrollment creeping
up, we are less able to accommodate the desirable
class sections wanted. Uncertain enrollment causes
I

Case Nelson

I

professors."
Explaining San Jose State
University is now at the
brink of a static growth situation, he said, if total enrollment doesn’t grow, "you
must decide whether to let
some departments grow at
the expense of decreasing
others."
Guttormsen said for the
first time the legislation took
action last year and told
SJSU to reduce its School of
Education staff. He said this
action was taken because
"we are producing too many
teachers."
Although agreeing something should be done to correct such problems, he said
he didn’t think the legislature should act in that
manner.
cutbacks in classes and

SI/

Students do have some input

guatin
Q

Guttormsen

and

Dean

that
agreed
Benedict
students should have some
input into the university
budget, but explained that
such input is not very feasible since the budget results
from various formulas and
comes to the university in a
pre-determined-use form.
"Student input is not too
strong, but neither is anyone
else’s," maintained Dean
Benedict. He noted though
that student government
representatives are exercising their input.
He added, "Dennis King
has done a good job and has
represented the students
well."
Department heads agree
Various department heads
agreed with Guttormsen and
Dean Benedict on the unfeasibility of student input.
Milburn D. Wright, dean of
the School of Business, ex-

plained hale students do not
have much input, their interests are reflected in the
budget.
Not worth students’ time
According to Dr. Gerald
DeHistory
Wheeler,
chairman.
partment
"Students would not find it
much worth their time to
consider most items in the
budget. But, in curriculum
matters, they are advisory."
However, even this advisory capacity does not
carry much weight. Dr.
Wheeler said this is because
"we are only allowed so
many teachers for so many
students, so students cannot
do anything about it."
Since the budget is based
on many formulas, and is
amended by many people at
various points in its formulation, adoption, and use,

budget

initiluqual’ii

rarely be blamed on
individual or group.
standing thi.; might
some of the misconcep
students and faculty ha.
the budget.

Training
fellowship
’Continued from page
of recommendation sf
be sent to the Director
National Portrait Ga
Smithsonian Institu
Washington, D.C. 2056G. ,
applications and referent
must be received b) July 1
1973. Applicants will be nc
tied by Aug. 3, 1973.

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ECOLOOICMLY $OUND
SINCI 1916
Food Suppe/fluent* Imono, Protein
yds C vita
Cidourn etc
Home Cleaners ’Basic 4 L etc I
Beauty Aids Mrotonized Shampoo SIC I
Jonn & Mary armless 297-38011
COM YOUR SOSO
With SHAKLEE you are your own bow
No Cowles
No Pim
No Pressure
Out incentives are smote
Every ilistributor has different goals
oinorom approaches Ths tam Oat Our
natural Products really are the finest is
tenoned in cow
UNPRECEDENTED Sales Growth
Tnese liguree YOH
BLOW YOUR MIND
Please make COmDeril011.
We will ask you to do liftle research
before** let you WNW’ in
JOHN MARY
468 So 5th 52
297-31106
GUYS AND CIALSI
Join a composes BALLET vase at
Uffizi& School of Benet Berm north:OM IP beginning dancers Small
Clanet-incoviduill attentsOn Beverly
Eutrazia Grant. Directof 241-1300
GOT A NONNI ON A MINION?
Campus SOS can nap Cali Me Spartan
Oeilv afternoons idler 2 o
277-3161
De you idth A S
Incersmsnm^""’
pus, it not. don’t Bach apply tor ins
program booed Appy in the AS OffiCe
FREE MOVING EONS & WOOD
PALLETS
Courtesy of
BODEGA ESPANA
Wines & wine Making
1040 N
KIM &THIN Is anxious to 13cm you the
things 11041 THING fluter you THINGS
includes everything you nap, from
biCyCle bags to cigarette pews THING
opens every weekday between 12 noon to
30 PM and located at corner of S. 9th
E William Bf
HUMANITY isn’t dying of thirst, but of
IOC. 01001 liew do we Mean to love?
How do we find oureelvee end hen@ op
potence’ in this dehumanising ivoricri
The SEARCH FOR SELF, 12 contemporary fiirns to be shown four Monday
evsninm in May will orphan venous
answers to them guestIONE encounter
movement commune’ IMng. sensOry
awareness. porepay0040gy. biofeedmeditation,
pereeption,
back.
berliviOn ism Each evertreg will conclude
with small group 0110uellione. Mondays,
7 30, Student Union: Sense ticket: SO.
Students, 1101.9l Single $2.50 Student
Far tickets or further in,$350 mg
formation caii the Hurrieniet Community
or San Joe 2945017.
STAPPULL ACADEMY offering theme/WI
day Pasty% weekend Planning / Building model community is re4000cte
Twenty conic:tones. For Into en:.
NOW, 1462 Starlet! Rod. Wood*.
MONDAY CINEMA "THE TRIAL"
P r by Wellei. ?Rey 21. 3 10 1 7 so
PM, MD Auditorium. $O cents
OM lir ivelt GUARANTEE
SALES MANAGER
30 /vs s week
SO 14
Sun II to dark
MOO dtu dark
Tuts Ito dark
tugs 410 dark
Wed 4,0 dark
green Thumb Lawn Serv.ce
245.4120
CONDIRADULATIONS Logi
ON MAKING FLAG
LOVE, GARY
HANDICAPPED Group in Japan
urgently wishes to establish COD
vv.,h ,dmir .n S J
289 7005

AUTOMOTIVE
1972 vEGA OT. I speed silver on black
stripe. 13,000 on,, 21 M P G . 11950
ciliSh or continua payments. 391 .5677
after 5 Om.
FOR SAL!: moths 250 Eaceitem 9200
576-0413
N PONT LI MANS MK Hum s-spood
New POOP) wider Puma miring gear
91160,417.8122 Or 11111-5116.1
’
111-116 81 wr Camper &WS INN/
It maw note BO HO Bldg 0 IHIw
Cow.. ,
DATSUN Good Maps Reliable DIN.
ithil Rita 275-9016
STUMM? CAR INSURANCI
Student Refused
LiP TO 25.4/DISCOUNT FOR 3 0 GPA OR
NON-SMOKERS
Monthly paymenti evetiabi
940-0223 Jays 21141673 eves
ISIS VW Stators wagon
t
ebb., 134

1170 VW SM.
Can

tiA, otter

VW THOM N
ADJUST VALVIIII
PLUM
CM=
MT TIMM
/11141111111 Ow I PIO

room

vw 11110464. Rebuilt 1700 engio. Brand
now parts. Ex coo. $900 Call any ’nor
277-8767

11CH 66 Trumpet tor sale ML Bore In perteel condition Has 1st and 3rd
trigger slides Gives a full 1one 11275

WANTED-153 Ford Fairiane or Mercury
Comet Needed for pans 2414705

COMPLETE CAMERA OUTFIT:
Pent.. Spotmat IC . SOrnrn Fl 4, 135mm
P35, 35rmn F3.5, extra light meter.
hash. 9 filters, doubler’, tripler, tripod.
leather case. film, ienshodes 6 more.
Like new, everything MOO. Call KIS
1076.

67 0 PS L, 2 00011 WAGON
XLNT, COND, ENGINE LIKE NEW,
TAPE SETUP me CALL UNMAN
2193342
17 TIIMA Nem engine, new paint, nor
primes and interior Perfection picot
Cone and me 243-0136
THIS ONE’S A111001111 59 Ford
Runs oocasionerly. good for ports. $75 r
’.st offer Call Mary 120-1390
JAGUAR, 3.11 Sedan 1966. MoonMonad Er:cadent guarantee $2.150.
Feid-ian 277-2396 Days.
’Le 5959111200 cc Eng. recently mount
$400 Rich 350-3424
’64 OPEL WON. 1500. Must 9111, 901119
in army. Very good cond Low rn11.
0700.0440,. 22.5.9141.
’96 CHEVY Standard III, $175 or best
offer. 392.1611.
415 DODGE DART, 4 door. AutOmatic,
90041 condition. $250. Cell 2514199.
VOLVO ’61 544 Restored, nov MOM.,
shiny red Filtbk., New everything,
ration, 4.sp. Mint $10. 347.4947.
’72 VEGA CIT. 4 speed, sliver o.bleck
stripe. 13,030 ml., 21 mile per gallon
111,950 Cash Or continued MOWN&
365.9977 after S.
’0 VW SUDAN. IlitInt cond. AM radio.
NON. Slit offer Over $750. Call RICE
29/.1067 betvyn. 5.7.
60 CHEVROLET 2 deer. 5279 .091st
’60 CHEVROLET 2 door. 1275 Of boat
Otter, Cali 2933235.
SSSSSSS $S SSSSS $6189
’70 VW BUG
SUPERB COND.
LOW MILEAGE
AM, FM, RADIALS& MORE.
51765, or offer
14151657-9064 AFT. 5 pm
$SSSS 5555 SSSI,S$S S$SS
’69 FIAT 850. wt. w.blk. top,
45.000 mi. Very clean. AM FM,
good tires. Best offer. Call Larry
354 7536 eves.
GMC CAMPER, stove, oven,
refrig. freezer, floor heater, setf
contained bathroom. See to
apprec. 2432318 or 735.8845.
’69 DATSUN 2000 Roadster, 5
spcl. trans., Shelby mags, radials. lime yellow, Beautiful Con.
dilion $1050. John 241,3710.

FOR SALE
WE HANDguiLD the best merino
loudspeaker eysteme tor the money
rsl K LOUDSPEAKERS from 025 3549389
PRICED TO SILL
Sots-converts to bed & rattan bOOkehelf.
Cali 57614111 atter $ Pin
DOWN BAGS. 21 lb gone. excellent
con", Me Ampex weer recorder, 20
wets "nth speakers and Wes $46. Can
286-3335 Phil Of Mary.
SLACKLITE POSTERS 81 50 PATCHES
751 UP INCENSE 26-291. PIPES $1 00
UP RADIOS $355 11 UP. LEATHER
GOODS BINOCULARS 02200 $ UP.
BLACKL1TE. COMPLETE 11" Sit 116. 4’
$2215 STROBE LIGHTS 01710, GAS
LiL0 BULB $395 INDIA PRINTS. FISH
NETTING 51 99 & UP T-SHIRTS $200
EACH BROOKS 60 E San Fernando, 1
Pk from SJSU Phone 252IF YOU LIKE BOOKS. you’ll IOW
RECYCLE a different used booltelore
Recent PeCrOrbeCkilal ’prig Beet
selection in Bay Arse Records. too We
nese me soots you Will 4 need £1.00
000119 11 fawn TIM 55 5,176 treeeboOke
& records RECYCLE 235So tat St 296
5275
SAM TINS AO’ errors you purchase
costly stereo 54060 new check w/us tOr
do1COunt prices to SJS students Ion an
row neirOsi We guarentes in. lowest
once" mn In. Bay Ares on sucn names..
Swat. Pioneer Merano T.. Dual
MC Call us for weetoy specials too. 2925593 or 252-2028
A MILLION USED BOOKS caperbscks
prici
ond rnagetinee Neal old
bookItore mrgeel in Sainte Clara Valley
s.nce 1925 Woorourf & ’hush two
Roo Books St E San Fernando Own
int I Od 10 30-5 30 10%011 withthised
117 IS et SAILMAT. devoid*, 4 HP
Oil herds Mears troffer $1150 Ph
2611-9172
SIME00110 PONY RUMOR
III 13115 POUND
ANY *YOSHI?. Ph. 1110.1884
FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSES
German . Month 614111111. meads and
bows to sale Reseonseie Con 297.
31190
THE LOST /LI** MAINIT. 10 variety
sn009- 1540 4 let St Ph 2134323
Open Wed tnru Sun 0-4 30 6 5-530
fee Deming & admileiOn Tneu$11441 Of
iteefut dame antiflue. comicial:44w

2 1/4 SO CAMERA MANTA C 33 &
Lams. 56. ICH 250 rnm w/LUNAP X LiTE
METER Plus many extras. Gill Ken oft 7
PM 275-9464.
SKIS 11 SOOTS-Head Standard 200cm
flinfenge 55$
Lealner buCkie DOOM
Ice t-510 On CemPull Cali 277-8233
JUICE EXTRACTS/II For sale-Nod
cond. 2 1 /2 rm. old. little used. SM. Come
sok APOFM stereo multiplex 4 channel
stereo, 6 track OM. meeker
earphones all for PM. Imp old Cali Mr
1-reernan 294-29609 .m-e Pm
NEW O’NEILL’S WETSUIT, LARGE
LONGJOHN. Make offer. Call John
2754343 before 10 am. Mier 5 pm.
BACH "S flat" Trumpet for sale ML
Sere - In perfect condition. Has 1st
and 3rd trigger slides. Gives full
WM. 11273.
RUMMAGE SALE May 73 & 2I, 9 am
to pm Nice clothing, lewelry, books,
household, misc. tot Immanuel Lutl,.
ChurCh 374 S. 3rd St.
IMPEACH NIXON bumper
stickers St. each. Send To: 3L
Publishing, P.O. Box 1573 Santa
Cruz, Ca. 95060.
ROBERTS REEL TO REEL
Mod, No. 1725,8L III, VW ex.
tractor, sound modulated light
box. All above best offer, call
Larry 3547536 eves.

HELP WANTED
DEMONSTRATORS
RU SSSSS AID PARTY PLAN
MINT
NO1
NO COLLECTING
NO DELIVERIES
FOR CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW CALL
WANDA
HAMMOND. DISTRICT MANAGER 40111356-9227
NEED GIRL for light clerical &
housecleaning Also handyman for
yerdwork & painting. Flexible hour*.
St 66/hr. Call 247-3330 Or 247-8477
IAASSEUSIII-Earn TOP 99$ even while
training. Day or Meth shift or Oin-time.
V.I.P. HEALTH SALON, Fremont 7946642.
P51111 GIRLS wanted to dance go-go
at a club with clam NO TOPLESS. Stan
SZ herhr. Mulit be over 21 years.
Auditions daily 292-66110 San Jose THE
HO-HUGGER 6110 MERIDIAN AVE
ATTENTION
PEOPUI WHO LIKE PEOPLE
Full-lime swiftly jobs swell. showing
Wecialty 111555 50 single working Nis.
Manaprnerd Opportunittee
Must have own trsneportedon
For Interview Call Collect
Tues. Thurs. 9 11
151 5750 or
832 8886 eves.
SINGLE WOMEN (2f-35), needed
counselors tor fine High Sierra private
gins comp to teach Waterekling, Arts &
Engimh-Western Equitation.
Cr.!).
L3yrnnestice & Typing-Wiwi:OPP 6,4per Pref. 8/18 -8/22. Ph: (415) 087-4297
RIFLERY INSTRUCTOR 121-351
Stablenend, &
Purchateng Agent
Doanwasher needed for High Sierra

COMO, June 15-Aug 22 Ph/4t51 557’
4297
NEED IMMEM
inclivIduelli for Insurance sales with
management potential. port time SCh001 year. full time - summer
commission. For Interview
Salary
call Jerry Hill at 367 2700 or 226 6163
1100 per Mr GUARANTEE
SALES MANAGER
30 nrs week
Sat 9.6
Sun II to dark
Mon 4 to dark
Tull 4 to Wrk
Wed 4 to derk
Green Thumb Lawn Service
241,710
LIQUOR STORE CLERK - Part
time, otherimcs or will consider
training right person 251 etiel
UNUSUAL WORK OPPORTUNITY
Ion’ Married Students. Full time
summer work, par4teme *Inter work
Pus scholarship program Call 259
53541or interview ori Fri May II, 1973
PULLPART time summer lo-ti;- In
OMNI sampling For interview GP
pile/Hen Call 737 4779 after 6 Pm

HOUSING
2 SE BROOM furnished Apts. Summer
roe I105 4515. NMI% St. Call 269.9943
or see mgr No. 6.

500111-KIT. Coe0 Reserve now for
summer Sumrtler MN June Wu
August ley Hall 279 E. San Fernindo
Clam quiet, close 2164-6472, 293-9614.
2S3-1152.
ROOMS, MEN, ChoMul, airy wall to wail
carpet Good tods. Outside entrance
Litho. 4013 So 11111 St.

LOW RUMMER
$S Clean torn
comfortabie. 1 bdrrn apt Now taking
reservIltiOnS 286-7474 or 294-7332. 633
am St S

NEED 1 FEMALE STUDENTS fOr
Summer to share 3 berm house with
Ores t atmosphere 2 blkS from crimpus
$62 SO mo Upper cP v Prel

ROOMS FOR RENT IN
downstairs section of A1rna0en area
house (nr Capital Espy ) Frei female.
575rmo util Call 216-011116o204-1752.

MALE - SINGLE I clouble rooms
Living rm., kitchen prly Avail. June.
Clain mon. 1155. 14911 St. 5.1 286.2704.

FURNISHED APTS.
230 E SIn Salvador St (across from
OunCilin111111Surnmer & Fall applicatiocs
now being taken Call 294-6028 ur 2546756 Ask for J 5 or Mr Les

SUMMER RATES AVAILAILE NON
Prime room with.. ma. entrance. large,
light. airy 294-6472, 293-01114, 253.1151
279 E San Fernando (nest door to
Peanuts
IVY HALL

LOW SUMM

LARGE APTS., /urn.. Quiet Perking, Taking applications for summer & Fall. 1
bOrm. $130; 2 bdrm 1120 5308. 9th St. ell
296-71064.

-INC SSSSS 0
SECURITY
& 3 BPPOCen 2 isatn-pool off 51 ow
AEK, wood paneling-0aq CPIS 470 S
tin St Ph 287-7590
LARGE 3 bdrrn . 2 Si.. opt 6215/mo. Fail:
$165/surnmer. See 11 399 S 12th St or
call 296-1807
140u$111. WOMEN for summer & next
school Wm Fireplace. garbegediSpOsal.
ref & ’reeler, volley bell & tennis court.
Will accomodate groups of 4, 6. & 7 Coll
at 408 So 11th St
2 SORIA. Apt $139
-month or Studio
SOS/month, 601 5 551 St. See rrip 05 or
cell 205-0693 or 258-0617
ONEJSCIRM. UNITS
E115 Well furnished 490S, pm
$115 Freshly painted 600 11.
WHAT !TIP
Deluxe Furn Apts
2 lxirm. 2 bath $140 moquimmer
Ill E William St 9$G-24W
, LARGE 2 Odom,. 2 both, turn. apts. Now
renting for summer, $110. Sisal 506 S.
1110 St. Call 29473813 winter. rates 8150.
TOWNHOUSE MIST 2 boron turn 3 full
months $130 Bulit-in weaning machine.
0 /9-1027.
3 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed.
Nice. Spacious house Close 10 Cant
Pu. Available June 1St Call 2942909.

TWO FEMALES needed to share three
bdrrn furnished house neer campus,
$45/mo All utilities paidl 298-0150
FEMALE ROOMATES WANTED for
Limifter and/or fall 7 bdrm 2-story
nous* 4 moms available June tat
051 43/rno per room, Gill 289-1744
S UMMER
NOW -1111u
DIOS-rm, wort. bath & kit. prIv.
vi/group; Also. 2-3 bdrrn. acne rms
wthitch. too. 292-7772.
SUNNY LARGE 2 bdrm. apt.wicarpetIng,
turn.. 2 be. SISS summer rats. 1398. 4th
St. Call 998-0619
SUPER SSSSS I bdrm
apts.
w /cm root I ng. Furn I shed $135/mo.
Summer rates 5115. 439 S 4th St. Call
9968819
AIR-CONCI. Summer rates. 2 & 3 tx3rrn
6135. to $160. Large, Modern, 6965. 11th,
Call 275-1974.
NOUSE, Furn., 2 Nth, $225 ell
pd
11113 So 12111 St 2204174 after 5 PM,
FOR RENT
18 Sand Studios
Quiet - won carpets turn.
Pool and Rohm Room
Summer Rates
620 So. Oh St 5.J, 251 4111.7

ATTRACTIVE LARGE CORNER room
in quiet home ideal for stucly
kitchen ply near campus Serious,
nista* man. 879/mo. 29641154.

7,1, 6 4 SORM HOUSE for rent across
street campus Furn. Summer rate.
354.4363

DELUXE PURN. apt tor rent $13Ormo 4
Pius from campus Quiet See manager
Apt 43 165 E Row St SJ

2 SDRM, furnished apt near campus
Want year round tenants. Reasonable
rates Call 252,2243

SAN FIRNANO0 HOullg-Orsat atmosphere linen & maid service. color
T V. Kitchen one tile showers perking
Center of activity 237 E San Fernando
$6910 $89/mo 205-9504 or 293-6345

CHEAP - 2 bedroom furnished apt.
S130 year round rate avaliable June.
Water & garbage pd $50 returnable
Sep Pets OK Quiet, I, blk DOM
library 18 S 4th ns 7367

LA DONNA APTS.
1 bedroom apts turn ma unfurn $120
verso new carpet. Dube! aftneepnere near
Ill. campus 365 & 4th St Call Ben 25$839300 JOnn 3565706

SUMMER RATES
2 bcfrrn house $125
4 bdrm house S150
6 bedrrn apts Iron, $60
Call now for bargains
287 4900

UNIVERSITY CLUB-CO-Id Beautifui
nous.. firep11100. grand pen. color T V
recreation room kit priv Meld Imen11.
pawing courtyard Includes Continental
Breakfast From $7161no 202 Sc. 11th
293-7374
THRIE INDROOM HOUSED Across
street from campus furnien Of unturn
Faculty preferred Ceii 354-4363
$105
Large stuck. cep Study r0Orn
Heeled pools. turn w,Ciarpete
5 min irons campus
1141Cluded
297-1203
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom furnished
scanty:sm. $150. 533 South 101n Street,
Call 272-0216
$110 AND LW, nice COnsfOrtable. Quiet
r0Orne downtown, kit priv 210-3910 156
N 5th St
$10 FURNISHID STUDIO
All utilities Included Goan & parking
Men only 620 So 3,3 $t.
0106 FURNISHED STUDIO
Convenient 10 Camp..
600 South 9th St
FROM 4560m0 New rooms across me
campus Kit ply utlipd Men at 995 5th.
Women 2705 10th St Many extras that
must be seen SUMMER RATES EIGIN
JUNE let frorn $40 Open daily for inspection Call 295-8514, 205-6526 or 28716:416
-APT. between S. Clara S. San
Fernando Sts. Small & fge. Vic.
Gor in, 269 8946 Or 295 5311.
ROOM FOR RENT overlooking
San JOSe valley in East foothills
Share the house. 575 Family
room, fireplace, yard. 926-9134.
BR AUK cpts., drps w M. Avail. 6.1
1167 50. Ph St
Studio. Ant urn, near campus utilities
Pd 440 5 101h SI 1410 Ph 225 9367
ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2 bdrm. apt.
for summer, 550 mo 127 S. SM St., No.
10, or cell Raton 2861712.
VICTORIAN HOME 111901 10+
rooms, gcl. cond , orig fixtures
Suitable tor lg tam or grout+
distance to campus 534,910. Call 267.
2671.
CLEAN QUIET ROOM with kW priv. 5
?
to 5.15. 110.mo. Non.wnokar only.
Avail. June 2, 257.3155, owning’ boat

FUR N Opts one berm $05 1 bdrm 0105
& 0112 3 bdrm 0)500,, ith St sminr
rates pea OK wtr gbg pd See Pete at

BEAUTIFUL,
COMPLETELY
FURNISHED 2 8, 3 BEDROOM
APTS. SPECIAL SUMMER
RATES‘ $160. 2 BEDROOM &
5200. 3 BEDROOM, 550 S. I I th.
169.4409.
WANTED: QUIET female room
male starting Sept , ’2 blk. from
campus, $75 mo. Own room. 968
0190 after 5 pm.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed,
Fall ’73, Clean) bed, 2 bath, pool
security, AEK, $62.50.mo. 470 S.
11th St. 995324$.

CLASSES IN POTTERY, macrons.
stoned glilia.RealliOnable rats. Blossom
Hill Crafts. 3545-8754 or 356-9035
LEGAL SECRETARIES do fast accurate
typing on IBM Selectric Call Nancy or
Mary 257-31900, after 6 PM 2361540.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Passports $4
Weddings 125
Cornmwciai Ade PR. Fasnion 5$ eV
Color 275-0596

SERVICES

PASSPORTS-I. D. PHOTOS
4 /Or 8350 One day Novice 8 a rn -3p rift
Sall 8 a,m to noon TINKERSELL
STUDIO 1040 The Alameda SJ Call 28.5812
TYPING-Reasonable, experienced ano
fast IBM Selectric Coil Helen 263-2739
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPH that make1
the occasion look at special as it NOP.
visit our gallery and make the COMO...On-a different kind 09photography
tor people who care. Petersen & Bishop
Pnotography, Los Gatos. QS North
Santa Cruz 364-2613.
DRUG-ID
Anonymous Analysis
01151 965-1154
STUDENT TYPING
Meridian & Curtner
Experienced 265-2134

NOW

CREATE YOUR OWN LANGUAGE
Bright colors. Demuth ul midis flowsrs
spook a longue.’ all their own At very
special time.. .111e your wedding day,
you went them to express a thousand
things. BRIDAL FAME FLOWER
santocs feeturee truly Creative Corn.
bmettons of floral designs hundreds 01
dietinct. quality arrangements at tantam itudent prices We Invite you tO
conipare..bridel bouquets start at Only
$6.50 Student spacial, $5 discount with
wedding order accompanied by trim ad
BRIDAL FAIRS FLOWER SERVICE
10311 S. Undoes-Sunnyvale Rd y
Cupplino. 257-7202
Try our DRY CLEANING for tweeters,
shins. pants 954 & up Campus
Launderette Corner S 3rd 8 San
Salvador
TYPING
60 North 3rd St Apt 1823
287-4365

ROOMMATES needed to share large
house during summer 4150 mo,/ L
possibly Fall,r.orne by 3405 12113 St.
or call Ron 998 8716

TYPING In My North side herne,
rem/tonal:4e Sellefactio., guarsnteed
263-2738

STUDIO AvAi
July 9/ or
Auguat. S1OS. Burbank area Open
Premed ceiling and loft Backyard.
Call Robert or Candy. 216,9753.
FREE RENT. One months Free Rent to
Students with Smooths rentel ogrewnent
Minutes from Cannot/a adult and lemily
leCtiOne. email pets. recreation McInnes
2 bdrrn 2 bath Iron, 5175 Unfurnished
Iron 519e furnished 3 odYth opts also
Svadable Willow Olen WOW Cell 386
1414
HOUSE, 3 bdrrn. 2 bath. "weer patio
and lots of parking ell S 10th SAS/MO .
5200,0 summer throne 290-5296
ROOM
:mode Preferred-2 blocks from oampue $59.. upstairs, if you icon us you get
wholesale groceries 10 5001 Call soon tor
a cool summer. 215-1438
100940- 046.08
Util. Included, kit. ply.
297,9914
MOD. PURN.
campus. 5140.
Quit, no pots.
S. 7th St. Apt.
4362.

1 Diem,
blk. from
Water IS garb. Inc.
Avellable June 191 463
No. 3. 795.5363 or 2111.

*109 1111 rental. 1,
SUMMER
2,3, Sr.. Is.. comfortable. turn.. MIK,
1 blk. campus. Fermin pref. 247.43
BORM HOUSE available ’rot ’Id
Juno 1st. $90. Summer rate. 0130.
winter 479 5, MP St. 289 9235
LIPS SOHN!. NEEDS "ollornative.
typo people" II rat Its BOUM ter Me
Summer, from 6.11 - 9-31. Partially
furnished. Lore@ rooms, 2 bath.
ChlWrion’s playground, 1190.00 per
month & NNW utilities, Rent Is tax
decsoctobio. Contact BIll North. 991
1844 btsv 9.3, 94 to F.

IF YOU’RE sticiAnao...
NATURE HAS A GIFT FOR YOU
Natures ring pen in making our !ingot
Wedding inotatiOne and Accessories the
malt cruelly* and Personalized ever
Cotortui tiowery proclamations Bien
originai neturepnotography invitetions
been Me creamy classic traditional.
I OWNS COUNTRY DUPLICATING no
a nog* ’emotion of truly original accessories and announcements to cnoose
trom-witn very special gift offer to ply
CSUSJ student witn this ad
TOWN 6 COUNTRY DUPLICATING
10321 5 Seratoge-Sunnyvele Rd
Cupertino, CMII 95014
Phone 253-1131
SPEED READING
DOUBLE or TRIPLE your reading
rate Develop critical reeding 0(s11111 S
wk course Begin, May 25 Mon Eves
In
Palo Alto. Taught couriers at
StanfOrd. UCLA., New York Life,
Westinghouse. PT & T. Only $50. Call
Now. Michael S Kati (415)321.7567.

Studio, untun near campus %OHM’S
Pd 440 S 10th $1 $OO Ph 1219207

LARGE) BE ORM. Apt Na, Shags. on
15 9 Pd Furn 751 5 2nd St., No. 4. 293
7796

KEEPS ALL NEGATivES-Eefa
Lobo. 8 0 +Os 51 25 saw, Start ol 20
onotographen Make an 111.110intmlant 10
See Our SamOies-then decide Open
every evening until 10 pm For FREE
oiciai Packet co 257-316r

LEARN SPORT PARACHUTING
COMPLETE FIRST JUMP INSTRUCTIONS.
ALL EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED.
SPECIAL GROUP RATES AVAILABLE
STEVENS PARA-LOFT 5611-131111
TYPIST-FAST. Accurst* Can oddMoster’s etc Near SJSU Mrs *amnion
296-4104
TYPING-term pipers etc werienced
and feet Phone 208-6674
IMPIMENCED THESIS TYPIST
masters Repine Diesertations
Perim-me Tarnberg - 1924 Herne
Telephone 371-0316 San Jose

WRITING AND RESEARCH assistance
Typng, editing (grad & under) Also
Everything fOr evilrybOdy 375-00)6
SWIM LESSONS BY PROFESSIONAL
Nine mars teaching ALL AGES how
to safely enjoy the water Located
NOSSOM HILL TENNIS CLUS.
eOnWinint Utefrief reseNistions
tek
Phone Peter CI Grano 265 4020

PERSONALS
DONATE ON A REGULAR MOOD
plums program and receive up to
S4OrrnOnthly Brtng Student ID Or Mot ad
and reCeive e DONIS Wiln your ’est
donation HYLAND DONOR CENTER 35
5 Almaden Ave San Jose CA 294-0535
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 7 to 3 0 m
POETRY warirao Mr anthology include stomped envelope Contemporafv
Literature Press 311 Conform@ Street
Suite 412 Son Francisco 94104
SEA FRIEND to handita0ped man Live
Ira in attractive room Girls over 10
otoass call 2962300 aft 5
WANT TO BUY used Alto Recorder
Cheap Call Cheryl 3019547,
NORGE - GRATULER ER
DEN ’rit Mai!

MED

OUT.OF.STATE FAMILY looking for
local housing to sublet this summer
Mid June for 3 wks 1 child. 1 baby
Call Nancy 251-1081
MALE MODELS WANTED for barber
Styling contest loam Sunday. May 20.
Burlingame Hyatt House, 1333
Bonham highway. Burlingame. CA
HAPPY BELATED MOTHER’S DAY
MA MA MINI
LOVE JEFF
KIM1 GENE
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
LOVE SUDS

RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA. 0 weeks I
inclusive LOnClOn deoanures Sir
nternetionol group Camping Ire wel A.
l9r30 Aiso Europe Atrial ’nom 3
Wnte WnOle Earth Trawl Lt
E
1191 KC MO 64141
FLYING SOON? YVON It Pays TO 6.
Young NOM TWA hour TWA Campuf
PeOriPlentillive Sill Crawford 122542521
csin help you ma,. yOur GETAWAY Fly
et 1,3 off with TWA Youth passoow &we
up 10 24 months tO oey won a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD Cal, 2251252 for entoffneliOn atter 500 214656CC
o n s o, your loop trivet agent
to, mei
ONE WAY CHARTER TO NEW YON
MAY 3161$99.00 (tax included)
Contact Richard 2744613
{MAIER CHARTER FLIGHTS
TO EUROPE
Date Notinstion Arnim Prise
Le Jo 8 Oak to Frankfurt ONA $271
Ret. July 4 &mutts to Oak 0C-10
LO Ju 190sk to AmeterdamONAS2
Rot. July 25 Frankfurt to Ctek DC-1C
Le July 5 Oak. to London ONA $275
Rst Aug. 8 Amiterdamto Oak DC-1f
Le July 2205k to Frankfurt ONA Sr,
Rm. Aug 22 Zurich to Oak, DC-10
iplug triply other flights) One way fligh.
1159 For further flight IMO. cont.
Richard 274-41613
10TH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE FROM $239 ROUND-TRIP
JAPAN FROM $359 ROUND-TRIP,
CALL FLIGHT CHAIRMAN
191th 451-7905
46652nd Si Sacramento CA 95819
SUM1AER CHARTER TO AUSTRA
AVAILABLE F LIGHTS BETWEEN June
Soot
round-trip fere $575
Contact Richard 274-4613
SUMMER CHARTER TO MEXICO
MAZATLANt round trip prier. BMW,
9 days & hotel plus extras $119. PURR
VALLARTA round trip airfare: 6 nigh’
dew & hotelohos extras 8229 Lighti
ovallable - contact Richard 274-6
EUROPE - ISRAEL - AFRIC
Student flirts Student curving
mrougnout Europe Russia and Is
OffIcial SOFA agent tor inter-Eur
studient chaner Nonni including
East and Far Eliot CONTACT
11681 San Vicente Bord .4 LA
90049 TEL 12131 626-5669 526-0
CHARTER FLIGHTS. Com,:
international prow
domestic
Contact John. Student Services ’
Inc. 235 6 Santa Claw $710 297-.
1119 comport’
WANTED:
South Pacific this summer. Call
926 9716 after 5 p.m

LOST 8 FOUND
RESCUE SAM! Terrier puppy
pound if we can’t find a home 289
IMPO
Dog found. German Shepard mix, ado
male brown and Week wired Cali
vicinity Ott lth and Morgeret Call PaL
275-9343.
PACKAGE was left In Gram ’73
Toyota $1372 Two Black male’’
changed fiat on highway COM. ;
Veronica 616 4254 S F

FIND WHAT YOU NEED
IN THE SPARTAN DAILY(
CLASSIFIED ADS

TYPING, EDITING. FAST, ACCURATE.
IBM SELECTRIC. FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER CALL 24441444 AFTER 530
MARY RAYNER
BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH paddy winkling photography to,
LOWEST Bay Ares rate" $IM include,
0040 & white album 60 color prints
YOur choice full set of slides 115101

Before You
Move...

TYPING -15M
Selectric- Ines*
’epode gene’sl typing letters etc
Realonlible retet 263-6495
RENT A TV OR
.110 Centric,
Fres cist Free servic Call Eschirs 25:
2589

TILETYPIS MONK 375
Bun SILL a SlIYlCl
REASONABLE 343-1340
HANDYMAN - Fix sinks. welts,
toilets, cars. appliances, hauling No
charge If I can’t 110 It Much [hearer
than plumbers etc Call anytime 207
7111
TYPING, College or Business. my
home Call 251.0147 alter 6 Pm and
weekendi.

’HOUSING’

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED
IS

JC 207

